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Your one stop shop for lighting design and restoration hardware

www.lampsandlights.co.uk
email: enquiries@lampsandlights.co.uk
01223 750153
Lamps and Lights is a one-stop internet shop for lighting designers and restorers.

We supply a select range of superior quality Ceiling Roses & Hooks, Braided Lighting Flex, Lamp holders, Light Galleries & Shades all supplied in brass chrome and vintage finishes.

Our coloured fabric covered light flex is available in three different styles & in many colours; from antique brown gold to funky teal blue. Also card candle tubes, chandelier chains, light shades, LED bulbs, switches & plugs, wooden ceiling roses plus much more.

www.lampsandlights.co.uk
LIGHTING FLEX

Antique 2 core 4.7mm light flex
Aged look antique braided 2 core lamp flex. Unearthed so not for metal fittings. Useful in the restoration of traditional antique lamps. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500. Ref: FXantique:A

Antique 3 core round 6mm light flex
Aged look vintage round 3 core lighting cable. Non-twisted and earthed for use with metal fittings. Made to a high standard in the UK. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500. Ref: FXantique:C

Brown 2 core 4.7mm light flex
Dark brown lighting flex. Ideal for darker wood light fittings and antique lampholders. Un-earthed for non-metal fittings use only. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500. Ref: FXbrown:A

Brown 3 core round 6mm light flex
Dark brown synthetic silk overbraided lamp cable. Earthed and double insulated ideal for wiring copper or wood table and ceiling lights. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500. Ref: FXbrown:C

Black 2 core 4.7mm light flex
Black twisted cable. Un-earthed for non metal fittings only. Works brilliantly with our black Bakelite plastic lampholders. Made in UK. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500. Ref: FXblack:A

Black 3 core round 6mm light flex
Jet black 3core lighting flex. Non-twisted and earthed for use with metal fittings. Create a modern look with black or chrome fittings. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500. Ref: FXblack:C

Clear 2 core 4.7mm light flex
Clear twisted plastic 2 core lighting cable. Unearthed stylish lamp flex for use in non metal fittings. UK made to a high standard. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500. Ref: FXclear:A

Clear 3 core round 5mm light flex
Clear plastic coated 3core non-twisted electrical cable. Earthed, double insulated for wiring chandeliers and glass lightshades. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500. Ref: FXclear:C

Antique gold 3 core 5mm light flex
Aged look 3 core twisted braid lighting cable. Earthed for use with metal fittings. Perfect for when restoring and re-wiring vintage lamps. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500. Ref: FXantique:B

Brown 3 core 5mm light flex
Dark brown 3 core twisted braid synthetic silk flex. Earthed for use with metal fittings. Manufactured in the UK to high standards. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500. Ref: FXbrown:B

Black 3 core 5mm light flex
Jet black braided synthetic silk twist lamp cable. Earthed for use with metal fittings. Manufactured in the UK to high standards. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500. Ref: FXblack:B

Clear 3 core twisted 5mm light flex
Transparent plastic coated twisted 3 core earthed lamp flex. Looks great when used with chrome light fittings and chandeliers. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500. Ref: FXclear:B

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly. Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/lighting-flex-and-holders.php
LIGHTING FLEX

White 2 core 4.7mm light flex
Shiny white twisted braided 2 core lamp flex. Un-earthed so not suitable for metal fittings. Ideal flex for chrome lighting schemes. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500. Ref: FXwhite:A

White 3 core round 6mm light flex
Silvery white 3 core non-twisted plain lighting cable. Ideal when wiring chrome or silver table lamp and ceiling light metal fittings. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500. Ref: FXwhite:C

Grey 2 core 4.7mm light flex
Silver Grey twisted synthetic silk 2c flex. Un-earthed, unsuitable for metal fittings. Stunning against black lamp accessories. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500. Ref: FXgrey:A

Grey 3 core round 6mm light flex
Grey modern lighting flex ideal for wiring contemporary lights, looks great with black lampholders. Earthed for metal fittings use. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500. Ref: FXgrey:C

Cream 2 core 4.7mm light flex
Cream unearthed lighting flex. The perfect contrast against darker wood light fittings and antique lamp holders. For non-metal fittings. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500. Ref: FXcream:A

Cream 3 core round 6mm light flex
Cream synthetic silk over-braided lighting cable. Earthed and double insulated. Ideal for wiring dark wood table lamps or ceiling lights. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500. Ref: FXcream:C

Linen twisted braid 3 core 8mm light flex
Linen natural coloured twisted synthetic silk braided 3 core lighting flex. 8mm wide and made to very high standards in the EU. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. EN 60228 & 50363-3. Ref: FXlinen:B

Sackcloth twisted 3 core 8mm light flex
Sackcloth hessian synthetic silk fabric twisted 3 core lighting cable. 8mm wide, double insulated. Made to a high quality in the EU. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. EN 60228 & 50363-3. Ref: FXsackcloth:B

Linen 3 core round fabric 6mm light flex
Linen natural untwisted synthetic silk 3 core lighting cable. 6.0mm wide Overbraided and double insulated. Top quality made in the EU. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. EN 60228 & 50363-3. Ref: FXlinen:C

Sackcloth 3 core round 6mm light flex
Sackcloth hessian synthetic silk fabric twisted 3 core lighting flex. 6.0mm wide Plain overbraided double insulated. high quality EU made. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. EN 60228 & 50363-3. Ref: FXsackcloth:C

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly.
Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/lighting-flex-and-holders.php
## LIGHTING FLEX

### Sage green 2 core 4.7mm light flex
- Sage green twisted lighting cable. Unearthed for non metal fittings only. Works well with both old fashioned and contemporary lights. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500.
- Ref: FXsage:A

### Sage green 3 core round 6mm light flex
- Sage green plain synthetic silk earthed lighting flex ideal for wiring traditional brass lights. Attractive with copper table lamps. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500.
- Ref: FXsage:C

### Gold 2 core 4.7mm light flex
- Bright yellow gold 2-core braided un-earthed lamp flex not for metal fittings. Great for traditional and modern lamp fittings. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500.
- Ref: FXgold:A

### Gold 3 core round 6mm light flex
- Bright yellow gold synthetic silk lamp flex. 3core overbraided earthed cable for metal fittings ideal for wiring brass lamp fittings. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500.
- Ref: FXgold:C

### Orange 2 core 4.7mm light flex
- Bright orange 2 core twisted braid lamp flex. Unearthed for non metal fittings only. Looks amazing with our black Bakelite bulb holders. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500.
- Ref: FXorange:A

### Orange 3 core round 6mm light flex
- Bright orange untwisted earthed 3c cable. Vibrant modern look for contemporary lighting. UK Manufactured to a high standard. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500.
- Ref: FXorange:C

### Red 2 core 4.7mm light flex
- Bright red contemporary 2 core twisted lamp flex creates a unique modern look. Braided, unearthed and used for plastic lamp holders. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500.
- Ref: FXred:A

### Red 3 core round 6mm light flex
- Red funky lighting cable ideal for wiring contemporary lights. Looks dramatic with black lampholders. Earthed for metal fittings. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500.
- Ref: FXred:C
### LIGHTING FLEX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Ref:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Burgundy 2 core 4.7mm light flex</strong></td>
<td>Burgundy lighting flex ideal for dark wood light fittings and antique style lampholders. Un-earthed for use with non-metal fittings. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 &amp; BS6500.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Burgundy 3 core round 6mm light flex</strong></td>
<td>Burgundy synthetic silk plain rounded 3c cable. Earthed, double insulated ideal for copper or brass table lamps &amp; ceiling lights. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 &amp; BS6500.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lilac 2 core 4.7mm light flex</strong></td>
<td>Lilac twisted 2 core un-earthed lamp flex for non-metal fittings. Looks stunning in modern lighting schemes. Top quality made in the UK. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 &amp; BS6500.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lilac 3 core round 6mm light flex</strong></td>
<td>Lilac 3 core twisted synthetic silk braided flex. Beautiful contemporary designer lighting cable. Made to high standards in UK. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 &amp; BS6500.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purple 2 core 4.7mm light flex</strong></td>
<td>Stunning modern rich purple twisted 2 core un-earthed lamp flex for non-metal fittings. Made to very high standard in the UK. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 &amp; BS6500.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purple 3 core round 6mm light flex</strong></td>
<td>Vibrant purple non-twisted earthed 3 core cable. A stylish vivid look for modern lighting. Made in the UK to a very high standard. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 &amp; BS6500.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teal 2 core 4.7mm light flex</strong></td>
<td>Teal coloured braided 2 core lamp flex. Unearthed so not for metal fittings. Useful in the restoration of traditional antique lamps. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 &amp; BS6500.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teal 3 core round 6mm light flex</strong></td>
<td>Rich teal blue 3core lamp flex in a non-twist silk braid. Striking in contemporary light design. Made to high standards in UK. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 &amp; BS6500.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly. Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/lighting-flex-and-holders.php
LIGHTING FLEX

Blue 2 core 4.7mm light flex
Bright blue braided 2core un-earthed flex, not for metal fittings. Stunning contemporary lighting cable for modern fittings. Made in UK. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500.
Ref: FXblue:A

Blue 3 core round 6mm light flex
Rich Blue 3core lamp flex in a non twist silk braid. Very striking in contemporary light design. Made to very high standards in UK. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500.
Ref: FXblue:C

Blue 3 core round 6mm light flex
Vibrant Blue 3 core twisted synthetic silk braided lighting cable for contemporary design lighting schemes. Quality UK made. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. UK BS7655 & BS6500.
Ref: FXblue:B

Ironstyle 3 core round 6mm light flex
Ironstyle monochrome untwisted synthetic silk braid. 6.0mm wide double insulated 3 core chequered lamp cable. Quality EU made. 0.50mm² 3 amp, 300v. EN 60228 & 50363-3.
Ref: FXIronstyle:C

Ironstyle 3 core round 6mm light flex
Metal mesh coated untwisted rounded 3 core lighting cable. Funky and stylish 6mm wide double insulated flex. Quality made in the EU. 0.50mm² 3 amp 300v. EN 60228 & 50363-3
Ref: FXmetalmesh:C

White cable holder with fixing screw
Matt white flex guide/isolator used to carry cable along a wall or joist. Supplied with a fixing screw and rawl plug. Made in the EU. Dimensions: w=21mm, h=21mm.
Ref: ISwhite01 £1.70

Please note: These are the bulk discounted per metre prices.

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly. Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/lighting-flex-and-holders.php
Rivets 50 per box, size 5mm, self-drilling, galvanised. Available in packs of 500.

**Dimensions:** 
- **l**: 25mm, **w**: 15mm.
- **Max weight**: 5kg.
- **Made in**: E.U.

**Usage:** Use to hang your light fitting to ceiling hook with flex.

**Reference Numbers:**
- **Ref: CNantique01/.5**
- **Ref: CNantique02/.5**
- **Ref: CNbrass01/.5**
- **Ref: CNbrass02/.5**
- **Ref: CNchrome01/.5**
- **Ref: CNchrome02/.5**
- **Ref: ETred**
- **Ref: ETgreen**
- **Ref: ETblack**
- **Ref: ETpurple**
- **Ref: ETblue**
- **Ref: ETorange**
- **Ref: ETwhite**
- **Ref: ETgrey**

**Pricing:**
- **£5.00**
- **£3.75**
- **£0.99**
- **£1.95**
- **£4.40**
- **£2.30**
- **£0.99**
- **£4.20**

**Electrical Insulation Tape**

- **Black Electrical Insulation Tape**
  - Made of high-quality PVC material.
  - Length: 33 metres.
  - Available in rolls.
  - **Dimensions:** **w**: 19mm, **h**: 33m.
  - **Ref:** ETblack

- **Brown Electrical Insulation Tape**
  - Made of high-quality PVC material.
  - Length: 33 metres.
  - Available in rolls.
  - **Dimensions:** **w**: 19mm, **h**: 33m.
  - **Ref:** ETbrown

- **Green Electrical Insulation Tape**
  - Made of high-quality PVC material.
  - Length: 33 metres.
  - Available in rolls.
  - **Dimensions:** **w**: 19mm, **h**: 33m.
  - **Ref:** ETgreen

- **Orange Electrical Insulation Tape**
  - Made of high-quality PVC material.
  - Length: 33 metres.
  - Available in rolls.
  - **Dimensions:** **w**: 19mm, **h**: 33m.
  - **Ref:** ETorange

- **Red Electrical Insulation Tape**
  - Made of high-quality PVC material.
  - Length: 33 metres.
  - Available in rolls.
  - **Dimensions:** **w**: 19mm, **h**: 33m.
  - **Ref:** ETred

- **Blue Electrical Insulation Tape**
  - Made of high-quality PVC material.
  - Length: 33 metres.
  - Available in rolls.
  - **Dimensions:** **w**: 19mm, **h**: 33m.
  - **Ref:** ETblue

- **Gold Electrical Insulation Tape**
  - Made of high-quality PVC material.
  - Length: 33 metres.
  - Available in rolls.
  - **Dimensions:** **w**: 19mm, **h**: 33m.
  - **Ref:** ETgold

- **Grey Electrical Insulation Tape**
  - Made of high-quality PVC material.
  - Length: 33 metres.
  - Available in rolls.
  - **Dimensions:** **w**: 19mm, **h**: 33m.
  - **Ref:** ETgrey

- **Purple Electrical Insulation Tape**
  - Made of high-quality PVC material.
  - Length: 33 metres.
  - Available in rolls.
  - **Dimensions:** **w**: 19mm, **h**: 33m.
  - **Ref:** ETpurple

- **White Electrical Insulation Tape**
  - Made of high-quality PVC material.
  - Length: 33 metres.
  - Available in rolls.
  - **Dimensions:** **w**: 19mm, **h**: 33m.
  - **Ref:** ETwhite

**Additional Information:**
- **PVC Insulation Tape** is of the highest quality and a full 33 metres long. BS EN standard 60454.
- **Electrical PVC Insulation Tape** is of the highest quality and a full 33 metres long. BS EN standard 60454.
- **We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly.**
- **Please visit our website**: www.lampsandlights.co.uk/lamp-chain.php
LAMPHOLDERS

Antique cord grip ES lamp holder - rings
Aged brass Edison Screw bulb with 2 shade rings. Antique cord grip with flex aperture. Made in UK of solid brass with vintage look. Dimensions: w=48mm, h=66mm. Ref: LHantique01-ES

Antique cord grip ES lamp holder - plain
Aged brass plain Edison Screw bulbholder with no shade rings. Cord grip for flex entry. Solid brass made in UK to BS EN60238. Dimensions: w=38mm, h=66mm. Ref: LHantique02-ES

Antique cord grip giant GES lamp holder
Giant Edison Screw lampholder with matching antique metal cord grip in aged brass with no shade rings. Made in the UK to BS EN 60238. Dimensions: w=62mm, h=98mm. Ref: LHantique02-GES

Aged brass ES lamp holder - plain
Antique Edison Screw bulbholder plain with no shade rings. Base entry is ½ inch female threaded. Made of solid brass in the UK. Dimensions: w=38mm, h=58mm. Ref: LHantique03-ES

Aged brass ES lamp holder 10mm
Edison screw lampholder. Made from aged brass with no shade rings. This lampholders base entry is 10mm and female threaded. Dimensions: w=38mm, h=58mm. Ref: LHantique03:10mm-ES

Aged brass SBC lamp holder 10mm
Small bayonet cap bulb holder in vintage finish. This lampholder has no shade rings. Base entry is 10mm female threaded. Dimensions: w=23mm, h=37mm. Ref: LHantique03:10mm-SBC

Aged brass lamp holder - shade rings
Antique brass Edison Screw bulb holder with a ½ inch entry and 2 shade rings to retain a lampshade with a 2” opening. UK made. Dimensions: w=48mm, h=60mm. Ref: LHantique04-ES

ES lamp holder + shade rings 10mm
Antiqued brass Edison screw bulb holder with 10mm 26 TPI entry and 2 shade rings. Dimensions: w=38mm, h=60mm. With shade rings: w=48mm. Ref: LHantique04:10mm-ES

Antique cord grip BC lamp holder - rings
Aged finish solid brass earthed cord grip BC lamp holder with 2 shade rings. Use with flex for a ceiling pendant light fitting. Made in UK. Dimensions: w=32mm, h=58mm. Ref: LHantique01-BC

Antique cord grip BC lamp holder - plain
Aged finish solid brass Bayonet Cap bulb holder with matching cord grip. Plain with no shade rings. Made in the UK to BS EN 61184. Dimensions: w=32mm, h=58mm. Ref: LHantique02-BC

Antique BC lamp holder - plain
Aged brass finish plain Bayonet Cap bulb holder with no shade rings. Add a reducer to make a 10mm entry. High quality UK made. Dimensions: w=32mm, h=45mm. Ref: LHantique03-BC

Aged brass BC lamp holder 10mm
Antique solid brass bayonet cap lampholder with no shade rings and a 10mm female entry to base. Perfect for lighting restoration. Dimensions: w=26mm, h=45mm. Ref: LHantique03:10mm-BC

Aged brass SBC lamp holder - plain
Antique Small Bayonet Cap plain lampholder has no shade rings with ½ inch female entry. Made of solid brass in UK to BS EN 61184. Dimensions: w=23mm, h=37mm. Ref: LHantique03-SBC

Aged brass BC lamp holder - 10mm
Bulb holders in vintage solid brass. Bayonet Cap externally earthed with shade rings. Dimensions: w=26mm, h=45mm. With shade rings: w=32mm. Ref: LHantique04:10mm-BC

Aged brass ES lamp holder + shade rings
Aged solid brass BC earthed lampholder with shade rings. ½ inch female threaded base entry. Made in the UK to BS EN 61184. Dimensions: w=32mm, h=45mm. Ref: LHantique04-BC

Aged brass BC lamp holder - 10mm
Bulb holders in vintage solid brass. Bayonet Cap externally earthed with shade rings. Dimensions: w=26mm, h=45mm. With shade rings: w=32mm. Ref: LHantique04:10mm-BC

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly. Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/lamp-holders.php
LAMPHOLDERS

Aged brass SBC lamp holder - shade rings
Antique Small Bayonet Cap bulbholder with 2 shade rings. The base entry is ½ inch female threaded. Made in the UK to BS EN 61184.
Dimensions: w=23mm, h=37mm.
Ref: LHantique04-SBC

Aged brass batten ES lamp holder - rings
Antique brass Edison Screw batten base bulb holder with 2 screws often used in theatres and stage make up mirrors. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=67mm, h=55mm.
Ref: LHantique05-ES

Antique hooked ES lamp holder - rings
Aged Brass Edison Screw bulb holder with hook and 2 shade rings for a 2" opening. Made of solid brass in UK to BS EN 60238.
Dimensions: w=48mm, h=100mm.
Ref: LHantique06-ES

Antique ES tall lampholder with 4" riser
Aged brass Edison Screw lampholder with 4 inch vintage brass riser and matching aged base plate with screw holes. Made in UK.
Dimensions: w=67mm, h=170mm.
Ref: LHantique08-ES

Antique side entry ES lamp holder
Edison Screw aged brass side entry lamp holder with black plastic grommet to prevent flex fraying. UK made of solid brass.
Dimensions: w=38mm, h=96mm.
Ref: LHantique09-ES

Antique switched BC lamp holder - rings
Aged look solid brass push bar internally earthed BC bulb holder with switch and shade rings. ½ inch female threaded base. UK.
Dimensions: w=32mm, h=60mm.
Ref: LHantique10-BC

Antique switched cordgrip BC lampholder
Aged brass switched lampholder with matching metal cord grip and shade rings for a Bayonet Cap bulb. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=26mm, h=73mm.
Ref: LHantique11-BC

SBC lamp holder with shade rings 10mm
Small Bayonet Cap lampholder in aged brass with matching shade retaining rings.
Dimensions: w=19mm, h=37mm. With shade rings: w=23mm.
Ref: LHantique04:10mm-SBC

Aged brass batten BC lamp holder - rings
Antique Bayonet Cap batten bulb holder with 3 screws often used in theatres and stage make up mirrors. Made in UK of solid brass.
Dimensions: w=52mm, h=37mm.
Ref: LHantique05-BC

Antique BC lampholder with hook - rings
Aged finish solid brass Bayonet Cap earthed bulb holder with vintage hook & 2 shade rings. Made in the UK to BS EN 61184.
Dimensions: w=32mm, h=75mm.
Ref: LHantique06-BC

Antique hooked BC lamp holder - plain
Aged brass finish Bayonet Cap earthed plain bulb holder (no shade rings) with vintage brass hook. Made in UK to BS EN 61184.
Dimensions: w=32mm, h=75mm.
Ref: LHantique07-BC

BC lamp holder with 4" riser & plate
Vintage brass BC lampholder with a 4"/10cm antique brass riser and base plate with screw holes. Includes 2 matching screws.
Dimensions: w=67mm, h=170mm.
Ref: LHantique08-BC

Aged brass side entry BC lamp holder
Antique side entry lamp holder with ½ inch male thread at base and plastic grommet to prevent flex fraying. UK made of solid brass.
Dimensions: w=32mm, h=81mm.
Ref: LHantique09-BC

BC switched lamp holder 10mm
Bulb holder with push bar and shade rings, internally earthed with 10mm base entry. Dimensions: w=28mm, h=60mm. With shade rings: w=32mm.
Ref: LHantique10:10mm-BC

Antique switched hooked BC lampholder
Aged finish solid brass Bayonet Cap earthed switched bulb holder with vintage hook & 2 shade rings. Made in the UK to BS EN 61184.
Dimensions: w=32mm, h=73mm.
Ref: LHantique12-BC

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly.
Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/lamp-holders.php
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lamp Holder Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Ref Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brass cord grip ES lamp holder - rings</td>
<td>Brass Edison Screw bulb holder with 2 shade rings to retain a shade with a 2&quot; opening. Has a solid brass cord grip with flex aperture. UK.</td>
<td>w=48mm, h=66mm</td>
<td>LHbrass01-ES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass cord grip BC lamp holder - rings</td>
<td>Solid brass earthed cord grip BC lampholder with 2 shade rings. Use with light flex for a ceiling pendant light fitting. Made in the UK.</td>
<td>w=32mm, h=58mm</td>
<td>LHbrass01-BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass ES lamp holder - plain</td>
<td>Plain Edison Screw bulbholder with cord grip and no shade rings. Brass cord grip for attaching the flex. Made of solid brass in UK.</td>
<td>w=38mm, h=66mm</td>
<td>LHbrass02-ES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass Bayonet Cap BC lamp holder - plain</td>
<td>Brass Bayonet Cap cord lamp holder. Plain with no shade rings. Made in the UK from polished solid brass to BS EN 61184.</td>
<td>w=32mm, h=58mm</td>
<td>LHbrass02-BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass ES lamp holder - plain</td>
<td>Plain un-threaded Edison Screw bulbholder with no shade rings. Base entry is ½ inch female threaded. Made of solid brass in UK.</td>
<td>w=38mm, h=58mm</td>
<td>LHbrass03-ES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass BC lamp holder - plain</td>
<td>Polished brass bulb holder with no shade rings. ¾ inch female threaded base, add a reducer for 10mm entry. UK BS EN61184.</td>
<td>w=32mm, h=45mm</td>
<td>LHbrass03-BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass ES lamp holder 10mm</td>
<td>Solid brass Edison Screw bulb holder with no shade rings. Base entry is 10mm female threaded. This lampholder takes an Edison Screw light bulb.</td>
<td>w=38mm, h=58mm</td>
<td>LHbrass03:10mm-ES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass BC lamp holder 10mm</td>
<td>Solid brass bulb holder with no shade rings. Base entry is 10mm female threaded. Made in the UK to BS EN 61184 standard.</td>
<td>w=26mm, h=45mm</td>
<td>LHbrass03:10mm-BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass SBC lamp holder - plain</td>
<td>Small Bayonet Cap plain lamp holder with no shade rings. ½ inch female threaded base. Made of solid brass in UK to BS EN 61184.</td>
<td>w=23mm, h=37mm</td>
<td>LHbrass03-SBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass BC lamp holder with shade rings 10mm</td>
<td>Solid brass Bayonet Cap ear bulb holder (B22) with 2 shade rings and a ¾ inch female threaded base entry. UK made to BSEN61184.</td>
<td>w=32mm, h=45mm</td>
<td>LHbrass03:10mm-BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass ES lamp holder - shade rings</td>
<td>Solid brass Edison Screw bulb holder with a ½ inch entry and 2 shade rings to retain a lamp shade with a 2&quot; opening. Made in the UK.</td>
<td>w=48mm, h=60mm</td>
<td>LHbrass04-ES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass BC lamp holder with shade rings 10mm</td>
<td>Solid brass Bayonet Cap ear bulb holder (B22) with 2 shade rings and a ¾ inch female threaded base entry. UK made to BSEN61184.</td>
<td>w=26mm, h=45mm</td>
<td>LHbrass04:10mm-BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass ES lamp holder + shade rings 10mm</td>
<td>Solid brass ES bulb holder. Suitable for a shade with a 1 ¾&quot; aperture, 10mm female entry at the base supplied with 2 shade rings. Dimensions: w=38mm, h=60mm. With shade rings: w=48mm.</td>
<td></td>
<td>LHbrass04:10mm-ES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass SBC lamp holder - shade rings</td>
<td>Solid brass Small Bayonet Cap bulb holder with 2 shade rings. Suitable for a shade with a 2&quot; aperture, 10mm female entry at the base supplied with 2 shade rings.</td>
<td>w=43mm, h=54mm</td>
<td>LHbrass04-SBC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly.
Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/lamp-holders.php
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Brass SBC lamp holder + shade rings
10mm
Small Bayonet Cap brass lampholder with brass shade rings. Base entry is 10mm female threaded. Dimensions: w=19mm, h=37mm. With shade rings: w=23mm. Ref: LHbrass04:10mm-SBC

Brass batten ES lamp holder - rings
Batten bulb holder in brass for Edison Screw bulbs with 2 screws. Often used in theatres and stage make-up mirrors. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=67mm, h=55mm. Ref: LHchrome03-SBC

Brass ES lampholder with hook - plain
Brass Edison Screw bulb holder with hook and without shade rings. This solid brass bulb holder is British made to BS EN 60238. Dimensions: w=48mm, h=100mm. Ref: LHbrass07-ES

Brass ES tall lampholder with 4” riser
Solid brass lampholder with an Edison Screw bulb holder and 2 shade rings. Complete with 2 brass screws. Top quality made in the UK. Dimensions: w=67mm, h=170mm. Ref: LHbrass08-ES

Brass side entry BC lamp holder
Solid brass side entry lampholder with a ½ inch male thread at base. Includes a plastic grommet to prevent flex fraying. Dimensions: w=32mm, h=81mm. Ref: LHbrass09-BC

Brass switched BC lamp holder - rings
Brass push bar internally earthed BC bulb holder with switch and shade rings. ½ inch female threaded base entry. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=32mm, h=60mm. Ref: LHbrass10-BC

Brass switched cordgrip BC lamp holder
Brass switched lampholder with matching solid brass cord grip and shade rings. For use with a Bayonet Cap bulb. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=26mm, h=73mm. Ref: LHbrass11-BC £7.50

Brass batten BC lampholder - shade rings
Solid brass BC bulb holder with 3 brass screws. Often used in theatres and stage make-up mirrors. Made in UK to BS EN61184. Dimensions: w=52mm, h=37mm. Ref: LHbrass05-BC

Brass hooked BC lamp holder - rings
Solid brass Bayonet Cap earthed bulbholder with brass hook & shade rings. ½ inch female thread. Made in the UK to BS EN 61184. Dimensions: w=32mm, h=75mm. Ref: LHbrass06-BC

Brass hooked BC lamp holder - plain
Solid brass Bayonet Cap earthed bulb holder with solid brass hook. Plain with no shade rings. Made in the UK to BS EN 61184. Dimensions: w=32mm, h=75mm. Ref: LHbrass07-BC

Brass BC lamp holder with riser & plate
4 inch tall BC bulb holder and 2 shade rings. Brass riser is approx 10cm and is screwed into the base plate supplied with screws. Dimensions: w=67mm, h=170mm. Ref: LHbrass08-BC

Brass side entry Edison lamp holder
Edison Screw solid brass lampholder with side-entry tube. ½ male thread at the base or remove the reducer to make 10mm. Dimensions: w=38mm, h=96mm. Ref: LHbrass09-ES

Brass BC switched lamp holder 10mm
BC push-bar bulb holder, switch & internal earth. With shade rings. Base entry is 10mm. Dimensions: w=26mm, h=60mm. With shade rings: w=32mm. Ref: LHbrass10:10mm-BC

Brass switched hooked BC lamp holder
Solid brass switched bulb holder with aged brass hook & matching shade rings. Fits a Bayonet Cap bulb. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=32mm, h=73mm. Ref: LHbrass12-BC £5.95

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly. Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/lamp-holders.php
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Chrome cord grip ES lamp holder - rings
Edison Screw chrome cord grip bulb holder with two shade rings to retain a shade with a 2" opening. Cord grip at the base for flex.
Dimensions: w=48mm, h=66mm.
Ref: LHchrome01-ES

Chrome cord grip ES lamp holder - plain
Plain Edison Screw bulb holder with no shade rings. Matching cord grip for flex entry. Solid brass with a chrome finish. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=38mm, h=66mm.
Ref: LHchrome02-ES

Chrome GES cord grip lampholder - plain
Chrome plate brass Giant Edison Screw lampholder with chrome cord grip and no shade rings. Made in the UK to BS EN 60238.
Dimensions: w=62mm, h=98mm.
Ref: LHchrome02-GES

Chrome ES lamp holder - plain
Edison Screw bulb holder plain with no shade rings. Base entry is ½ inch female threaded. Chrome plate made of solid brass in the UK.
Dimensions: w=38mm, h=58mm.
Ref: LHchrome03-ES

Chrome ES lamp holder plain 10mm
Chrome Edison Screw lampholder with no shade rings. Base entry is 10mm female threaded. Made in the UK to BS EN 60238.
Dimensions: w=38mm, h=58mm.
Ref: LHchrome03:10mm-ES

Lamp holder SBC (no shade rings)
SBC plain lamp holder (B15d) in chrome finish, plain with no shade rings. The base entry of this bulbholder is 10mm.
Dimensions: w=23mm, h=37mm.
Ref: LHchrome03:10mm-SBC

Chrome ES lamp holder - shade rings
Chrome plated solid brass Edison Screw bulb holder with two shade rings to retain a lampshade with a 2" opening. ½ inch entry.
Dimensions: w=48mm, h=60mm.
Ref: LHchrome04-ES

Chrome cord grip BC lamp holder - rings
Cord grip earthed bayonet lampholder with 2 shade rings. Use with lighting flex for a ceiling pendant light fitting. UK made of solid brass.
Dimensions: w=32mm, h=58mm.
Ref: LHchrome01-BC

Chrome cord grip BC lamp holder - plain
Chromed brass cord grip lampholder with no shade rings. Takes a Bayonet Cap bulb. For use with a ceiling pendant fitting. UK made.
Dimensions: w=32mm, h=58mm.
Ref: LHchrome02-BC

Chrome BC lamp holder - plain
Plain polished chrome finish Bayonet Cap bulb holder with no shade rings. Add a reducer for a 10mm entry. Made of solid brass in the UK.
Dimensions: w=32mm, h=45mm.
Ref: LHchrome03-BC

BC lamp holder (no shade rings)
This unthreaded chrome plated lampholder is made from solid brass with no shade rings. Base entry is 10mm female threaded.
Dimensions: w=26mm, h=45mm.
Ref: LHchrome03:10mm-BC

Chrome SBC lamp holder - plain
Small Bayonet Cap lampholder with no shade rings. ½ inch female threaded base. Quality chrome plated solid brass made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=23mm, h=37mm.
Ref: LHchrome03-SBC

Chrome BC lamp holder - shade rings
Chrome plated solid brass Bayonet Cap earthed bulb holder (B22) with shade rings. ½ inch female thread base entry. UK made.
Dimensions: w=32mm, h=45mm.
Ref: LHchrome04-BC
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ES lamp holder with shade rings 10mm
Bulb holder with 10mm entry and 2 chrome plated shade rings & takes an ESc bulb. Dimensions: w=38mm, h=60mm. With shade rings: w=48mm.
Ref: LHChrome04:10mm-ES

Chrome plated SES lamp holder - rings
Chrome plated steel Small Edison Screw bulb holder. Earthed with two shade rings and a 10mm entry at the base. Made in Italy. Dimensions: w=43mm, h=54mm.
Ref: LHChrome04:10mm-SES

SBC lamp holder with shade rings 10mm
Threaded small BC bulbholder with shade rings to hold a light shade. The base is 10mm female threaded. Dimensions: w=19mm, h=37mm. With shade rings: w=23mm.
Ref: LHChrome04:10mm-SBC

Chrome batten ES lamp holder - rings
Chromed solid brass Edison Screw batten base bulbholder with 2 screws. Used in theatres and stage makeup mirrors. UK. Dimensions: w=67mm, h=55mm.
Ref: LHChrome05-ES

Chrome batten BC lamp holder - rings
Chrome plated lamp holder used in theatres and stage makeup mirrors takes a Bayonet Cap bulb. Supplied with 3 screws. UK made. Dimensions: w=52mm, h=37mm.
Ref: LHChrome05-BC

Chrome hooked ES lamp holder - rings
Chrome finish Edison Screw lampholder with hook and shade rings for a 2” opening. Made of solid brass in the UK to BS EN 60238. Dimensions: w=48mm, h=100mm.
Ref: LHChrome06-ES

Chrome hooked BC lamp holder - rings
Solid brass chrome plated earthed bulb holder with hook & shade rings. This takes a Bayonet Cap light bulb. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=32mm, h=75mm.
Ref: LHChrome06-BC

Chrome ES tall lampholder with 4” riser
Edison Screw tall bulb holder with shade rings. 4” solid brass chromed tube and chrome base plate with 2 matching screws. Dimensions: w=67mm, h=170mm.
Ref: LHChrome08-ES

Chrome ES side entry lamp holder
Edison Screw side entry lamp holder with shade rings in chromed brass with black plastic grommet. UK Made to BS EN 61184. Dimensions: w=38mm, h=96mm.
Ref: LHChrome09-ES

Chrome BC lamp holder 10mm
Chrome plate earthed bulb holder with chrome shade rings & takes a Bayonet Cap light bulb. Dimensions: w=26mm, h=45mm. With shade rings: w=32mm.
Ref: LHChrome04:10mm-BC

Chrome SBC lamp holder - shade rings
Small Bayonet Cap chrome bulbholder with 2 shade rings. Base entry is ⅜ inch female threaded. Solid brass made in the UK. Dimensions: w=23mm, h=37mm.
Ref: LHChrome04-SBC

Chrome BC lamp holder with 4” riser & plate
Tall BC bulb holder and 2 shade rings. Tube is 4” (approx 10cm) long and is screwed into a base plate which comes with screw holes and 2 screws. Dimensions: w=67mm, h=170mm.
Ref: LHChrome08-BC

Chrome side entry BC lamp holder
Side entry lampholder with a ⅜ inch male thread at the base and a plastic grommet for flex at the side to prevent fraying. UK made. Dimensions: w=32mm, h=81mm.
Ref: LHChrome09-BC
LAMPHOLDERS

Chrome switched BC lamp holder - rings
Chrome push bar bulb holder with switch and shade rings. Internally earthed with ½ inch female thread base. UK made of solid brass. Dimensions: w=32mm, h=60mm.
Ref: LHchrome10-BC

Chrome switched cordgrip BC lampholder
Chrome plated solid brass switched Bayonet Cap lampholder with matching metal cord grip and shade rings. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=26mm, h=73mm.
Ref: LHchrome11-BC

Linen ceramic cord grip ES Lamp Holder
Porcelain linen coloured un-threaded edison screw bulb holder with a chrome cord grip suitable for 2 and 3 core light flex. Italian.
Dimensions: w=47mm, h=80mm.
Ref: LHlinenC02-ES

Linen ceramic ES Lamp Holder - plain
Cream china E27 plain lamp holder takes an Edison Screw bulb. Suitable for 2 and 3 core flex. Made in Italy to standard EN60238.
Dimensions: w=47mm, h=58mm.
Ref: LHlinenC03-10mm-ES

Linen Porcelain ES batten bulbholder
Off-white linen coloured glaze ceramic batten Edison Screw lamp holder. Attach using the two screw holes in the base. Made in UK.
Dimensions: w=59mm, h=48mm.
Ref: LHlinenC05-ES

White ceramic cord grip ES Lamp Holder
White glazed china un-threaded Edison Screw bulb holder with a white plastic cord grip suitable for 2 and 3 core light flex.
Dimensions: w=47mm, h=80mm.
Ref: LHwhiteC02-ES

White ES lamp holder with shade rings
Edison Screw lamp holder - White plastic threaded with cord grip. Injection moulded white plastic. Dimensions: w=40mm, h=70mm. With shade rings: w=47mm.
Ref: LHwhiteP01-ES

White ES lamp holder (no shade rings)
Plain white plastic Edison screw lamp-holder. Injection moulded white plastic. This bulb holder has no shade rings and 10mm entry.
Dimensions: w=40mm, h=54mm.
Ref: LHwhiteP03:10mm-ES

Chrome BC switched lamp holder 10mm
Push bar bulb holder with switch and shade rings, internally earthed. Base entry is 10mm female threaded.
Dimensions: w=26mm, h=60mm. With shade rings: w=32mm.
Ref: LHchrome10:10mm-BC

Chrome switched hooked BC lamp holder
Chrome finish solid brass switched bulb holder. Earthed with chromed hook & shade rings. Fits a Bayonet Cap bulb. Made in UK.
Dimensions: w=32mm, h=73mm.
Ref: LHchrome12-BC

Linen antique cord grip ES Lamp Holder
Ceramic E27 Ceiling Pendant Lamp Holder with antique cord grip. This bulbholder is M10 X1 (with earth clamp).
Dimensions: w=47mm, h=80mm (with cord grip).
Ref: LHlinen:antiqueC02-ES

Linen Porcelain BC batten lamp holder
Unglazed china batten lampholder suitable for a Bayonet Cap bulb. Attach using the two screw holes in the base. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=59mm, h=36mm.
Ref: LHlinenC05-BC

White ceramic ES Lamp holder - plain
Glazed porcelain white china E27 plain lampholder with 10mm female thread base entry. Suitable for 2 core and 3 core flex.
Dimensions: w=40mm, h=54mm.
Ref: LHwhiteC03:10mm-ES

White ES lamp holder with cord grip
Edison Screw lamp holder - Plain cord grip injection moulded white plastic. Can be used with both 2 core or 3 core light flex.
Dimensions: w=40mm, h=70mm.
Ref: LHwhiteP02-ES

White ES lamp holder with shade rings
White ES bulb holder with two shade-retaining rings. Can be used with 2 or 3 core flex.
Dimensions: w=40mm, h=54mm. With shade rings: w=47mm.
Ref: LHwhiteP04:10mm-ES

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly.
Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/lamp-holders.php
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Copper ES cord grip lampholder + rings
Threaded plated E27 bulb holder with two shade rings and a cord grip earth terminal. Dimensions: w=38mm, h=54mm. With shade rings: w=47mm. Ref: LHcopper01-ES

Black ceramic cord grip ES Lamp Holder
Glossy black glazed china Edison Screw bulb holder with a black plastic cord grip suitable for both 2 core and 3 core light flex. Dimensions: w=45mm, h=80mm. Ref: LHblackC02-ES

Black cord grip ES lamp holder - rings
Bakelite threaded Edison Screw bulbholder with cord grip and 2 shade retaining rings. Suitable for 2 and 3 core flex. Made in Italy. Dimensions: w=47mm, h=70mm. Ref: LHblackP01-ES

Black ES lamp holder - shade rings
ES bulb holder with 2 retaining shade rings. Base entry is 10mm female thread with earth terminal for 2 or 3 core flex. Made in Italy. Dimensions: w=40mm, h=54mm. Ref: LHblackP04-10mm-ES

Black SES lamp holder - shade rings
Bakelite plastic threaded candle Small Edison Screw bulb holder with 2 shade rings. 10mm female thread at the base. Made in Italy. Dimensions: w=35mm, h=59mm. Ref: LHblackP04:10mm-SES

4” SES Candle tube lamp holder
Small Edison Screw earthed candle bulb holder for chandeliers and wall lights. Use with card candle tube 001. Made in Italy. Dimensions: w=23mm, h=100mm. Ref: LHblackP13:10x100-SES

2 ½” Candle tube lamp holder
Candle tube lightbulb holder for use with the card candle tube holder 003. Useful for chandelier restoration. Made in Italy. Dimensions: w=23mm, h=66mm. Ref: LHblackP13:10x65-SES

Copper ES Lampholder with shade rings
Threaded E27 bulb holder with two shade rings. Base entry is 10mm female thread with earth terminal. Dimensions: w=38mm h=54mm. With shade rings: w=47mm. Ref: LHcopper04:10mm-ES

Black ceramic ES lamp holder - plain
Glazed black porcelain china E27 plain lampholder with 10mm female thread base entry. Suitable for 2 core and 3 core flex. Dimensions: w=45mm, h=60mm. Ref: LHblackC03:10mm-ES

Black cord grip ES lamp holder - plain
Bakelite un-threaded ES bulb holder for an edison screw bulb with plastic cord grip suitable for 2 and 3 core light flex. Italian. Dimensions: w=40mm, h=70mm. Ref: LHblackP02-ES

Black ES lamp holder - plain
Bakelite plain lampholder takes an Edison Screw bulb. 10mm female thread base entry with an earth terminal for 2 or 3 core flex. Dimensions: w=40mm, h=54mm. Ref: LHblackP03-10mm-ES

Black SES lamp holder - plain
Bakelite plastic unthreaded candle bulbholder. 10mm female thread at the base with an earth terminal for use with 2 or 3 core flex. Dimensions: w=27mm, h=59mm. Ref: LHblackP03:10mm-SES

3 ¼” SES Candle tube lamp holder
SES earthed candle tube lamp bulb holder. Suitable to use with card candle tube holder 002. 10mm entry at base. Made in Italy. Dimensions: w=23mm, h=82mm. Ref: LHblackP13:10x82-SES

Adjustable SES Candle tube lamp holder
Telescopic earthed candle bulb holder. Use with card candle tubes between 72mm and 100mm. Base has a 10mm female thread. Dimensions: w=23mm, h=72 to 100mm. Ref: LHblackP13:10xadj-SES

Made in UK & EU to standards
BS EN61184 & EN60238
CEILING ROSES, HOOKS & PATTRESSES

Aged brass cord grip small ceiling plate
Antique finish solid brass cord grip ceiling plate and screws. Screw into a small wooden pattress or attach direct to your ceiling.
Dimensions: w=65mm, h=40mm.
Ref: CPantique01

Aged brass small single ceiling hook
Antique effect solid brass single ceiling hook. Comes with two matching aged brass screws. Use alone or with a wooden base plate. UK.
Dimensions: w=61mm, h=58mm.
Ref: CHantique01

Aged brass ceiling rose + aged cord grip
Large antique finish brass ceiling plate with matching aged cord grip. Screw holes in base plate to screw into your ceiling. UK Made.
Dimensions: w=100mm, h=45mm.
Ref: CPantique02

Aged 3 metal cord grip large ceiling plate
Antique brass plate with 3 solid aged brass 10mm cord grips. Internal ceiling fixing. 2 screw holes and screws. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=100mm, h=45mm.
Ref: CPantique03

Aged 4 metal cord grip large ceiling rose
Antique brass plate with 4 solid aged brass 10mm cord grips. Internal ceiling fixing. 2 screw holes and screws. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=110mm, h=50mm.
Ref: CPantique04

Aged Brass 5 Cord Grip Ceiling Plate
Antique brass plate with 5 solid aged brass 10mm cord grips. Internal ceiling fixing. 2 screw holes and screws. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=100mm, h=45mm.
Ref: CPantique05

Aged 6 metal cord grip ceiling plate
Antique finish brass ceiling plate with 6 solid antique brass 10mm cord grips. Comes with an internal ceiling attachment. Made in UK.
Dimensions: w=100mm, h=45mm.
Ref: CPantique06

Aged brass small triple ceiling hook
Antique finish solid brass triple ceiling hook with 2 matching screws. Ideal for hanging a bag chandelier or ceiling bowl pendant light.
Dimensions: w=72mm, h=40mm.
Ref: CHPantique03

Aged brass mini ceiling hook and plate
Antique brass single hook mini ceiling plate is made of solid brass and comes with 3 small matching aged brass screws. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=35mm, h=42mm.
Ref: BBantique10

Aged brass large cord grip ceiling rose
Large antique brass ceiling plate with black plastic cord grip. Hidden internal bracket screws directly into ceiling. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=98mm, h=24mm.
Ref: CPHantique02-CBL

Aged Brass 3 black cord grip ceiling plate
Large antique finish brass ceiling plate with three plastic cordgrips. Internal ceiling plate for fixing to your ceiling. Made in Britain.
Dimensions: w=100mm, h=38mm.
Ref: CPantique03-CBL

Aged ceiling plate with 4 black cord grips
Large antique finish brass ceiling plate with four plastic cordgrips. Internal ceiling plate for fixing to your ceiling. Made in Britain.
Dimensions: w=110mm, h=45mm.
Ref: CPantique04-CBL

5 black cord grip Ceiling Plate
Large antique finish brass ceiling plate with five plastic cordgrips. Internal ceiling plate for fixing to your ceiling. Made in Britain.
Dimensions: w=100mm, h=45mm.
Ref: CPantique05-CBL

Aged ceiling rose with 6 black cordgrips
Large antique finish brass ceiling plate with six black plastic cordgrips. Comes with an internal ceiling attachment. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=100mm, h=38mm.
Ref: CPantique06-CBL

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly.
Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/ceiling-roses-and-hooks.php
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Aged Brass large ceiling hook
Antique finish ceiling hanging hook made from solid brass with 2 aged screws. Screw direct to the ceiling or use a wooden plate. Dimensions: w=100mm, h=45mm.
Ref: CHantique02

Antique large triple ceiling hook
Aged brass ceiling plate with 3 solid aged brass 10mm hooks and a central vintage brass cord grip. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=110mm, h=58mm.
Ref: CHantique04

Antique 5 hook & cord grip ceiling plate
Aged brass plated multi-hook ceiling plate with central vintage brass cord grip and internal fixing bracket. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=100mm, h=58mm
Ref: CHantique06

Brass single cord grip small ceiling plate
Solid brass cord grip ceiling plate with 2 brass screws. The cord grip is used to grip the flex to which you attach your lamp holder. UK. Dimensions: w=65mm, h=40mm.
Ref: CPbrass01

Brass single small ceiling hook
Solid polished brass single ceiling hook comes with 2 brass screws. Screw into a wooden ceiling plate or attach direct to your ceiling. Dimensions: w=61mm, h=58mm.
Ref: CHbrass01

Brass large ceiling rose + brass cord grip
Brass ceiling plate with solid brass cord grip. Screw holes in base plate with hidden internal bracket to screw into your ceiling. UK Made. Dimensions: w=98mm, h=52mm.
Ref: CPbrass02

3 metal cord grip large ceiling plate
Solid brass ceiling plate with 3 solid brass 10mm cord-grips, internal fixing plate for attaching to your ceiling. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=100mm, h=45mm.
Ref: CPbrass03

Brass large plate + 4 brass cordgrips
Solid brass ceiling plate with 4 solid brass 10mm cord-grips, internal fixing plate for attaching to your ceiling. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=110mm, h=50mm.
Ref: CPbrass04

Aged Brass triple hook ceiling hook
Aged brass ceiling plate with 3 solid aged brass 10mm hooks. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=100mm, h=54mm.
Ref: CHantique03

Aged Brass 5 hook ceiling hook
Aged brass ceiling plate with 5 solid aged brass 10mm hooks Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=100mm, h=54mm.
Ref: CHantique05

Brass triple small ceiling hook
Solid brass triple ceiling hook with 2 brass screws for hanging ceiling bowls or lights which use 3 chains such as bag chandeliers. Dimensions: w=72mm, h=40mm.
Ref: CHPbrass03

Brass mini ceiling hook and plate
Solid brass single sturdy hook with brass mini ceiling plate. Comes supplied with 3 small matching brass screws. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=25mm, h=42mm.
Ref: BBbrass10

Brass large cord grip ceiling rose
Large brass ceiling plate with black plastic cord grip. Hidden internal brackets to screw directly into your ceiling. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=98mm, h=24mm.
Ref: CPbrass02-CBL

3 black cord grip large ceiling plate
Solid brass ceiling plate with three black plastic cord-grips. Hidden internal attachment and brass screws. Quality made in the UK. Dimensions: w=100mm, h=38mm.
Ref: CPbrass03-CBL

Brass 4 black cord grip large ceiling rose
Solid brass ceiling plate with four black plastic cord-grips. Hidden internal attachment and brass screws. Quality made in the UK. Dimensions: w=110mm, h=45mm.
Ref: CPbrass04-CBL

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly.
Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/ceiling-roses-and-hooks.php
We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly.
Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/ceiling-roses-and-hooks.php
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3 metal cord grip large ceiling plate
Large chrome plated solid brass multi-outlet ceiling plate has three 10mm chrome cord grips. Includes internal fixing bracket. Dimensions: w=100mm, h=45mm.
Ref: CHchrome03

Chrome 4 metal cord grip ceiling plate
Large chrome plated brass ceiling rose and four 10mm chrome cord-grips. Hidden ceiling attachment and chrome screws. British made. Dimensions: w=110mm, h=50mm.
Ref: CPchrome04

Chrome 5 black cord grip Ceiling Plate
Polished chrome plated brass large ceiling rose with 5 black plastic 10mm cord-grips plus internal ceiling bracket. British Made. Dimensions: w=100mm, h=38mm.
Ref: CPchrome04-CBL

Chrome 5 metal cord grip ceiling plate
Large chrome plated solid brass multi-outlet ceiling plate has 5 10mm chrome cord-grips. Includes internal fixing bracket. UK Made. Dimensions: w=100mm, h=45mm.
Ref: CPchrome05

Large chrome ceiling light hook
Large chrome bevelled ceiling rose with hook plus 2 chromed screws. Screw into a wooden ceiling pattress or direct to your ceiling. Dimensions: w=100mm, h=45mm.
Ref: CHchrome02

Chrome triple hooked large ceiling plate
Large 3 hook ceiling plate in chrome finish with central chrome cord grip. Ceiling attachment and chrome screws. Made in UK. Dimensions: w=110mm, h=58mm.
Ref: CHchrome04

Chrome 5 hook & cord grip ceiling plate
Large chrome plated solid brass 5 hook and central cord grip ceiling plate comes with an internal ceiling attachment. Made in UK. Dimensions: w=100mm, h=58mm.
Ref: CHchrome06

Chrome 3 black cord grip ceiling plate
Polished chrome plated brass large ceiling rose with 3 black plastic 10mm cord-grips plus internal ceiling bracket.British Made. Dimensions: w=100mm, h=38mm.
Ref: CPchrome03-CBL

Chrome 4 black cord grip ceiling plate
Polished chrome plated brass large ceiling rose with four plastic cord grips. Internal attachment for fixing to your ceiling. UK. Dimensions: w=110mm, h=45mm.
Ref: CPchrome04-CBL

Chrome 6 metal cord grip ceiling plate
Large chrome plated solid brass multi-outlet ceiling plate has six 10mm chrome cord grips. Includes internal fixing bracket. UK Made. Dimensions: w=100mm, h=38mm.
Ref: CPchrome06

Chrome 6 black cord grip ceiling plate
Polished chrome plated brass large ceiling rose with 6 black plastic 10mm cord-grips plus internal ceiling bracket. British Made. Dimensions: w=100mm, h=38mm.
Ref: CPchrome06-CBL

Chrome 3 hook large ceiling hook
Large 3 hook ceiling plate in chrome finish. Ceiling attachment and chrome screws. Made in UK. Dimensions: w=100mm, h=54mm.
Ref: CHchrome03

Chrome 5 hook ceiling hook
Large 5 hook ceiling plate made with solid brass then chrome plated. Ceiling attachment and chrome screws included. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=100mm, h=54mm.
Ref: CHchrome05

10mm Earth tag with a terminal & screw
10mm diameter Earth tag with terminal and screw. Slip on an unearthed ceiling plate to provide an earth bond connection. UK. Dimensions: w=15mm, h=25mm.
Ref: BB24:10

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly.
Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/ceiling-roses-and-hooks.php
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1/2" Earth tag with a terminal and screw
13mm diameter Earth tag with terminal and screw. Slip on between the hook and ceiling plate to provide an earth. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=18mm, h=27mm.
Ref: BB24:13

White cord grip ceramic ceiling plate
Glossy white porcelain ceiling plate with white plastic cord grip. Matching white china lampholders are available. Made in Italy. Dimensions: w=120mm, h=60mm.
Ref: CPwhite02

White 4 cord grip ceiling plate
Large matt white powder coated steel ceiling plate with four white plastic cord grips. Internal ceiling attachment. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=100mm, h=38mm.
Ref: CPwhite04

White 6 Cord Grip Ceiling Plate
Large matt white powder coated steel ceiling plate with six white plastic cord grips. Internal ceiling attachment. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=100mm, h=38mm.
Ref: CPwhite06

Black cord grip ceramic ceiling plate
Glossy black porcelain ceiling plate with black plastic cord grip. Matching black china lampholders are available. Made in Italy. Dimensions: w=120mm, h=60mm.
Ref: CPblack02

Matt black coated steel 4 cord grip plate
Large matt black powder coated steel ceiling plate with four black plastic cord grips. Internal ceiling attachment. Made in UK. Dimensions: w=110mm, h=45mm.
Ref: CPblack04

Black 6 cord grip multi ceiling plate
Large matt black powder coated steel ceiling plate with six black plastic cord grips. This has an internal ceiling attachment, UK made. Dimensions: w=105mm, h=35mm.
Ref: CPblack06

Beech pattress - small
Solid wood ceiling rose sustainably sourced in Germany and turned locally in the UK. Use with our small ceiling hooks and wall lights. Dimensions: w=95mm, h=20mm.
Ref: PTbeech04

Beech pattress - large
Solid wood bevelled rim ceiling rose with a 24mm hole, untreated and sanded to smooth finish. For use with our large ceiling hooks. Dimensions: w=133mm, h=20mm.
Ref: PTbeech06

Steel ceiling hook fixing plate
This ceiling light hook on a rectangular plate used with a ceiling rose is made from solid steel for hanging heavier pendant lights. Dimensions: w=20mm, h=73mm, d=17mm.
Ref: BB19

White 3 cord grip ceiling plate
Large white ceiling plate with three white plastic cord grips. Internal ceiling attachment with earth included. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=100mm, h=38mm.
Ref: CPwhite03

White 5 Cord Grip Ceiling Plate
Large matt white powder coated steel ceiling plate with five white plastic cord grips. Internal ceiling attachment. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=100mm, h=38mm.
Ref: CPwhite05

Black 3 cord grip ceiling plate
Large matt black powder coated steel ceiling plate with three black plastic cord grips. Internal bracket. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=105mm, h=35mm.
Ref: CPblack03

Black 5 Cord Grip Ceiling Plate
Large matt black powder coated steel ceiling plate with five black plastic cord grips. Internal earthed bracket included. Dimensions: w=105mm, h=35mm.
Ref: CPblack05

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly. Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/ceiling-roses-and-hooks.php
CEILING ROSES, HOOKS & PATTRESSES

Mahogany pattress - small
Solid wood ceiling rose sustainably sourced. Untreated, sanded to a smooth finish with a 24mm hole. Use with our small ceiling hook. Dimensions: w=95mm, h=20mm.
Ref: PTmahogany04

Oak pattress - small
Solid hard wood ceiling plate sustainably sourced in Germany and turned in UK. Use with our small ceiling hooks and wall lights. Dimensions: w=95mm, h=20mm.
Ref: PToak04

Back Plate only with side screws
Single Back Plate 98mm side tap M3 for a ceiling rose, has an earth tag. Supplied with choice of colour 2 side screws. Dimensions: w=98mm, w=25mm.
Ref: BBantique30:100

Mahogany pattress - large
Solid hard wood bevelled rim ceiling mount. Untreated and finely sanded with 24mm hole. Suitable for use with our large ceiling hook. Dimensions: w=135mm, h=20mm.
Ref: PTmahogany06

Oak pattress - large
Solid hard wood ceiling mount. Untreated and sanded to a smooth finish with a 24mm hole. Use with our large ceiling hooks and plates. Dimensions: w=135mm, h=20mm.
Ref: PToak06

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly.
Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/ceiling-roses-and-hooks.php
LIGHT BULBS

LED Vintage Squirrel Edison Screw bulb
Dimmable LED Large Rustic A++ rating bulb with Edison Screw cap. 25000 hour lamp life, 4 Watts, colour temp 2300k, 350 Lumens.
Dimensions: w=64mm, h=143mm.
Ref: LB01:LED-ES

LED Medium Globe long filament ES lamp
Dimmable LED squirrel cage Medium Globe Edison Screw bulb. 25,000hr lamp life, 4 watts, colour temp 2300k, 350 Lumens.
Dimensions: w=95mm, h=140mm.
Ref: LB03:LED-ES

LED Medium Vintage Tube ES lamp
Dimmable long LED filament Tubular Edison Screw light bulb. A+ energy rating, 25,000 hour life, 4 Watts, 2300 Kelvins, 350 Lumens.
Dimensions: w=45mm, h=110mm.
Ref: LB07:LED-ES

LED Golf Ball filament dimmable ES bulb
Dimmable LED filament golf ball shaped warm white Edison Screw mini lamp bulb. 3.5 watts, 15,000hr life, 350 Lumens, 2700K.
Dimensions: w=45mm, h=76mm.
Ref: LB08:LED-ES

LED GolfBall filament dimmable SES bulb
Dimmable LED filament mini golf ball warm white lamp. Small Edison Screw fitting. 3.5 watts, 15,000hr life, 350 Lumens, 2700 Kelvins.
Dimensions: w=45mm, h=77mm.
Ref: LB08:LED-SES

LED Standard filament dimmable ES bulb
Dimmable LED lamp looks like a standard incandescent Edison has 20,000hr lamp life, A+ rated, 4 Watts, 2700 Kelvin, 390 Lumens.
Dimensions: w=60mm, h=108mm.
Ref: LB09:LED-ES

LED Candle filament dimmable ES lamp
Dimmable LED warm white filament Edison Screw candle bulb. 4 watts, 15,000 hour life, 2700 Kelvins, 345 Lumens. A+ rating.
Dimensions: w=35mm, h=93mm.
Ref: LB11:LED-ES

LED Candle filament dimmable SES bulb
Dimmable LED warm white filament Small Edison Screw candle bulb. 4 watts, 15000hr life, 2700 Kelvins, 350 Lumens. A++ rated.
Dimensions: w=35mm, h=118mm.
Ref: LB11:LED-SES

LED Vintage Squirrel Bayonet Cap bulb
Dimmable LED Large Rustic A++ rating bulb with Bayonet cap. 25000 hour lamp life, 4 Watts, colour temp 2300k, 350 Lumens.
Dimensions: w=64mm, h=143mm.
Ref: LB01:LED-BC

LED Large Globe Squirrel Cage bulb
Dimming LED filament Large Globe Edison Screw light bulb. 25,000hr lamp life, 4 Watts, colour temp 2300 Kelvins, 350 Lumens.
Dimensions: w=125mm, h=172mm.
Ref: LB04:LED-ES

LED Pygmy dimmable filament SES bulb
Dimmable LED filament miniature pygmy pilot lamp. Small Edison Screw fitting. 15,000hr life, 1 watt, 100 Lumen, 2700 Kelvin.
Dimensions: w=26mm, h=60mm.
Ref: LB10:LED-ES

LED Golf Ball filament dimmable BC bulb
Dimmable LED filament mini golf ball shaped warm white lamp. Bayonet Cap. 4 watts, 15,000hr life, 345 Lumens, 2700 Kelvins.
Dimensions: w=45mm, h=74mm.
Ref: LB08:LED-BC

LED GolfBall filament dimmable SBC bulb
Dimmable LED filament mini golf ball warm white lamp. Small Bayonet Cap fitting. 4 watts, 15,000hr life, 345 Lumens, 2700 K.
Dimensions: w=45mm, h=77mm.
Ref: LB08:LED-SBC

LED Golf Ball filament dimmable SES bulb
Dimmable LED warm white filament Edison Screw mini lamp bulb. 3.5 watts, 15,000hr life, 350 Lumens, 2700K.
Dimensions: w=45mm, h=76mm.
Ref: LB08:LED-SES

LED Standard filament dimming BC lamp
Dimmable LED warm white filament clear Bayonet Cap light bulb. Dimmable. 4 Watts, 2700 Kelvins, 25,000 hour lamp life. A+.
Dimensions: w=60mm, h=108mm.
Ref: LB09:LED-ES

LED Candle filament dimming BC lamp
Dimmable warm white LED filament Bayonet Cap candle bulb. 4 watts, 15,000 hour life, 2700 Kelvins, 345 Lumens. A+ rating.
Dimensions: w=35mm, h=93mm.
Ref: LB11:LED-ES

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly.
Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/light-bulbs.php
LIGHT BULBS

LED filament Candle bent tip SES lamp
Dimmable LED filament Bent Tip candle bulb perfect for chandeliers. 15000hr life, colour temp 2700, Kelvins, 350 Lumens, A++ rating. Dimensions: w=35mm, h=118mm. Ref: LB12:LED-SES

LED Vintage Jewel filament BC lamp
Rustic jewel squirrel Bayonet Cap light bulb has 47 mini LEDs with a 15000 hr lamp life, A++. 2 Watts, 2100K. Non-Dimmable. Dimensions: w=65mm, h=155mm. Ref: LB01jewel:LED-BC

LED Gold Vintage Squirrel ES light bulb
Dimmable LED rustic gold filament vintage Edison lamp. A+ rating with a 25,000hr life. 4 Watts, colour temp 2100K, 320 Lumens. Dimensions: w=64mm, h=143mm. Ref: LB01gold:LED-ES

LED Gold Medium Globe filament bulb
Dimmable LED long filament Globe lamp bulb. Edison Screw with a 25000hr lamp life. A+ Rating, 4 watts, 2100 Kelvins, 320 Lumens. Dimensions: w=95mm, h=140mm. Ref: LB03gold:LED-ES

LED Gold Large Globe Squirrel Cage bulb
Dimming LED gold filament Large Edison lamp has a whopping 25,000hr lamp life. 4 Watts, colour temp 2100K, 320 Lumens. Dimensions: w=125mm, h=172mm. Ref: LB04gold:LED-ES

LED Gold Vintage curve filament ES lamp
Dimmable LED gold curly filament vintage Edison lamp. A+ rating with a 15,000hr life. 4 Watts, colour temp 2100K, 200 Lumens. Dimensions: w=64mm, h=142mm. Ref: LB01gold:LED-EScurve

LED Gold Large Globe curve filament bulb
Dimmable LED gold curved filament Edison lamp bulb with a 15,000hr lamp life. 4 Watts, colour temp 2100K, 200 Lumens. Dimensions: w=125mm, h=170mm. Ref: LB04gold:LED-EScurve

LED Gold Giant curly filament lamp
Dimmable LED curved filament gold ‘tear drop’ splash ES light bulb. 15,000 hour, 4 Watts, colour temp 2100 Kelvin, 200 Lumens. Dimensions: w=161mm, h=330mm. Ref: LB22gold:LED-EScurve

LED Candle Bent Tip BC light bulb
LED Bent Tip Candle lamp with bayonet cap fitting. A decorative B22d type bulb. 4 watts, 2700 kelvins, 345 lumens. A+ energy rating. Dimensions: w=35mm, h=118mm. Ref: LB12:LED-BC

LED Vintage Jewel filament ES lamp
Rustic jewel squirrel Edison Screw Cap light bulb has 47 mini LEDs with a 15000 hr lamp life, A++, 2 Watts, 2100K. Non-Dimmable. Dimensions: w=65mm, h=155mm. Ref: LB01jewel:LED-ES

LED Gold Vintage Squirrel BC light bulb
Dimmable LED rustic gold filament vintage BC lamp. A++ rating with a 25,000hr life. 4 Watts, colour temp 2100K, 320 Lumens. Dimensions: w=64mm, h=143mm. Ref: LB01gold:LED-BC

LED Gold Medium Globe filament BC bulb
Dimmable LED filament gold globe Bayonet Cap lamp bulb with a 15000hr lamp life. A+ Rating, 5 watts, 2200 Kelvins, 410 Lumens. Dimensions: w=95mm, h=138mm. Ref: LB03gold:LED-BC

LED Gold Large Globe Filament BC bulb
Dimming LED gold filament Large Bayonet Cap lamp with a 10,000hr lamp life. 7.5 Watts, colour temp 2200K, 638 Lumens. Dimensions: w=125mm, h=175mm. Ref: LB04gold:LED-BC

LED Standard gold curly filament ES bulb
Dimmable LED gold curved filament standard shaped Edison bulb with 15,000hr lamp life. 4 Watts, 2100 Kelvin, 200 Lumens, A+ rating. Dimensions: w=60mm, h=108mm. Ref: LB09gold:LED-EScurve

LED Gold Giant curve filament bulb
Dimming LED curly filament squirrel cage over-sized gold Edison Screw lamp. 15,000hr life. 4 Watts, 2100 Kelvins, 200 Lumens. Dimensions: w=200mm, h=300mm. Ref: LB05gold:LED-EScurve
LIGHT BULBS

**LED Gold Crown Reflector Cap ES lamp**
LED Mirrored Gold Crown Reflector Cap light bulb. 25,000 hr life, 200 lumens, 4 Watts, Colour Temp 2300K. A+ energy rating. Dimensions: w= 95mm, h=140mm.
Ref: LB06gold:LED-ES

**LED Silver Crown Reflector Cap ES bulb**
LED Mirrored Silver Crown Reflector Cap Edison lamp. 25,000 hr life, 200 lumens, 4 Watts, Colour Temp 2300K. A+ energy rating. Dimensions: w= 95mm, h=140mm.
Ref: LB06silver:LED-ES

**LED Gold Vintage Tube filament ES lamp**
LED gold tinted Tubular bulb with long dimmable filaments. A+ rating, 25000 hour life, 4 Watts, 2100 Kelvins, 320 Lumens. Dimensions: w=45mm, h=110mm.
Ref: LB07gold:LED-ES

**LED Standard gold filament ES bulb**
Dimmable LED gold filament standard shape Edison bulb with 25,000hr lamp life. 4 Watts, 2100 Kelvin, 310 Lumens, A+ energy rating. Dimensions: w=60mm, h=108mm.
Ref: LB09gold:LED-ES

**LED Gold Candle filament SES bulb**
Dimmable LED gold filament Small Edison Screw candle bulb for chandeliers. 3.5 watts, 2100 Kelvins, 200 Lumens. A++ rated. Dimensions: w=35mm, h=98mm.
Ref: LB11gold:LED-SES

**LED Gold Bent Tip Candle SES lamp**
Dimmable LED gold filament Bent Tip candle bulb perfect for chandeliers. 3.5 watts, Colour temp 2100 Kelvins, 200 Lumens, A+ rating. Dimensions: w=35mm, h=120mm.
Ref: LB12gold:LED-SES

**LED Gold Long Tube filament ES lamp**
Dimmable LED long filament gold tinted Long Tubular bulb. A+ energy rating, 25000 hour life, 4 Watts, 2100 Kelvins, 320 Lumens. Dimensions: w=32mm, h=185mm.
Ref: LB15gold:LED-ES

**LED extra long tubular bulb gold ES**
Dimmable Extra Long Tubular Bulb & has a fantastic 20,000 hour lamp life. 4 Watts. A+ energy rating. 2100 Kelvins. Lumen 400. Dimensions: w=32mm,h=300mm.
Ref: LB13gold:LED-ES

---

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly.
Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/light-bulbs.php
LIGHTING COMPONENTS

Aged brass reducer - ½" to 10mm
Antique finished brass, reduces ½" to 10mm. Use in the threaded base of a ½" lamp holder to make the entry 10mm. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=14mm, h=7mm. Ref: BBantique01:10

Aged brass reducer - ⅝" to ½"
Vintage aged brass reducer. Reduces from ⅝" to ½". Quality made in the UK from solid brass with an antiqued brass effect finish. Dimensions: w=16mm, h=9mm. Ref: BBantique01:13

Aged reduction bush-female to male
Antique finish solid brass bush reduces a 13mm female (internal) thread to a 10mm male (external) thread. UK quality made. Dimensions: w=15mm, h=15mm. Ref: BBantique02

Aged brass coupler - ¼" to ¼"
Use to join two ½" threads. Antique finish solid brass continually threaded coupler. Use with hollow tubes to make various lengths. Dimensions: w=14mm, h=19mm. Ref: BBantique03:13

Aged brass base plate - 10mm thread
Antique brass ceiling or wall plate. Centre hole with ½" threaded collar. Supplied with two matching screws. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=65mm, h=20mm. Ref: BBantique08

Aged brass plate-10mm unthreaded hole
Solid brass metal finishing plate in a vintage antique finish with a 10mm un-threaded central hole. Quality made in the UK. Dimensions: w=60mm, h=9mm. Ref: BBantique09

Aged brass plate - 10mm threaded hole
Antique brass plate with a 10mm threaded hole. Centre hole for threading light flex through. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=65mm, h=20mm. Ref: BBantique08

Aged brass hook (female) ½"
Antique finish solid brass hook with female ½" internal thread and a central hole for threading light flex through. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=30mm, h=40mm. Ref: BBantique11:F-13

Aged brass hook (male) 10mm
Antique finish solid brass hook with 10mm external diameter male thread and central hole for flex to run through. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=30mm, h=40mm. Ref: BBantique11:M-10

Aged brass hook (male) ½"
Antique solid brass hook with a ½" male thread. The thread is hollow which allows light flex to pass through. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=30mm, h=40mm. Ref: BBantique11:M-13
LIGHTING COMPONENTS

Aged brass loop (female) 10mm thread
Solid brass with vintage finish 10mm female lamp holder loop. Attach with 10mm allthread to a 10mm bulbholder. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=15mm, h=30mm. Ref: BBantique12

Aged brass hollow tube - 2"
Vintage brass tube with ½" threads at both ends. Thread is ¼inch deep and fits into our half inch entry lampholders. Made in UK. Dimensions: w=12mm, h=54mm. Ref: BBantique20:50

Aged brass hollow tube - 8"
Antique finish 8" solid brass hollow tube with ½" threads. Attach to a lamp base with a lampholder on top and run the flex inside. Dimensions: w=14mm, h=204mm. Ref: BBantique20:200

Aged brass light shade ring - SBC
Lampshade retaining ring in antique finish solid brass for use with a Small Bayonet Cap size lamp holder. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=23mm, h=4mm. Ref: BBantique22-SBC

Aged brass light shade ring - ES
Large lamp shade retaining ring in antique finish solid brass. Suitable for an E27/Edison Screw size bulb holder. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=48mm, h=3mm. Ref: BBantique22-ES

Wine bottle bung 19-22mm-antique top
Small rubber table lamp bung with a small aged-brass decorative cap and reducer suitable for use in a standard wine bottle. Dimensions: w=19mm, h=28mm. Ref: BBantique23:19

Rubber bung 25-28mm & antique plate
Table lamp bung with a large decorative vintage brass plate and reducer. Expandable for a snug fit in your tablelamp base neck. Dimensions: w=25mm, h=28mm. Ref: BBantique23:25

Large bung 32-34mm with antique cap
Rubber bung for table lamps with large aged brass top plate and reducer. Adjustable screw expands to enable a snug fit in a lamp base. Dimensions: w=32mm, h=28mm. Ref: BBantique23:33

Aged brass small ceiling bowl hook
Antique effect small ceiling bowl hook. Used in a glass ceiling bowl (order 3). With two protective rubber washers. Thread l=5mm. Dimensions: w=20mm, h=43mm. Ref: BBantique14

Aged brass hollow tube - 4"
Antique finish 4" solid brass hollow tube with ½" thread at both ends, ¾" deep and fits our ½" entry bulb holders. Made in Britain. Dimensions: w=14mm, h=96mm. Ref: BBantique20:100

Aged brass hollow tube - 12"
Antique finish 12" solid brass tube with ½" thread at ends. The ¼inch deep thread fits neatly into our ½" entry lamp holders. UK. Dimensions: w=12mm, h=306mm. Ref: BBantique20:300

Aged brass light shade ring - BC
Small lampshade retaining ring in antique effect solid brass. Use with a B22 Bayonet Cap size lamp holder. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=31mm, h=4mm. Ref: BBantique22-BC

Small rubber bung 14-15mm - aged brass
Our smallest expandable table lamp bung with antique brass decorative cap and reducer suitable for use in a standard wine bottle. Dimensions: w=14mm, h=28mm. Ref: BBantique23:14

Small rubber bung 22-24mm-antique cap
Small table lamp bung with an aged brass top plate and reducer. Adjustable screw expands for a snug fit in the neck of your glass bottle. Dimensions: w=22mm, h=28mm. Ref: BBantique23:22

Rubber bung 29-31mm-large antique cap
Large table lamp bung & large aged brass finishing plate with reducer. Adjustable screw expands for a snug fit in a lampbase neck. Dimensions: w=29mm, h=28mm. Ref: BBantique23:29

Large rubber bung 40mm - aged brass
Large rubber bung with a decorative vintage brass plate on top (70mm diameter) fixed with a ½" reducer onto 10mm plate. Dimensions: w=40mm, h=50mm. Ref: BBantique23:40

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly.
Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/lighting-components.php
LIGHTING COMPONENTS

Large rubber bung 50mm – antique cap
Large rubber bung (50mm) with a decorative aged brass plate (70mm diameter) fixed down with a ½” reducer. Dimensions: w=50mm, h=50mm.
Ref: BBantique23:50

Brass reducer - ½” to 10mm
Solid brass, reduces ½” to 10mm. Place in the threaded base of a ½” lamp holder to make the entry 10mm. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=14mm, h=7mm.
Ref: BBbrass01:10

Brass reduction bush - female to male
Solid polished brass bush reduces a 13mm female (internal) thread to a 10mm male (external) thread. Quality made in the UK. Dimensions: w=15mm, h=15mm.
Ref: BBbrass02

Brass coupler - ½” to ½”
Solid brass, continually threaded coupler to join two ½” threads. Use to join hollow tubes to make various lengths. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=14mm, h=19mm.
Ref: BBbrass03:13

Brass base plate - 10mm thread
1” diameter, 10mm thread solid brass screw plate with matching screws. Use to attach a 10mm lamp holder to a wooden light base. Dimensions: w=25mm, h=9mm.
Ref: BBbrass04:10

Brass cord grip (male) 10mm
Solid brass cordgrip with 10mm male thread. Place light flex in the black plastic central hole and tighten cap to grip. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=18mm, h=25mm.
Ref: BBbrass06:10

Brass knuckle joint
Knuckle joint made of solid brass for a wall light or ceiling light bracket. ½” male thread at both ends. Manufactured in the UK. Dimensions: w=21mm, h=33mm.
Ref: BBbrass07

Brass plate - 10mm unthreaded hole
Polished brass solid metal finishing plate. This plate has a 10mm un-threaded central entry hole. Manufactured in the United Kingdom. Dimensions: w=60mm, h=9mm.
Ref: BBbrass09

Aged Brass Globe finial
Solid Aged Brass globe finial with female M10 entry to the base. This product can be seen on our lamp shade gimbals/carriers. Dimensions: w=15mm, h=20mm.
Ref: BBbrass01:10

Brass reducer - ¼” to ½”
Solid brass reducer. This female reducer reduces from five eighths to half an inch. British made from top quality solid brass. Dimensions: w=16mm, h=9mm.
Ref: BBbrass01:13

Brass reduction bush
This reduction bush reduces internally from ¼” to 10mm by way of an internal thread. Made in the UK from polished solid brass. Dimensions: w=18mm, h=12mm.
Ref: BBbrass03:10

Brass lamp side entry tube
Solid brass hollow tube with a 10mm female thread and a 10mm male thread with a side hole for flex entry includes plastic grommet. Dimensions: w=12mm, h=36mm.
Ref: BBbrass05

Brass base plate - ½” thread
1” diameter, ½” thread plate and 3 brass screws. Use with a ½” entry lampholder to attach to a wooden table or standard lamp. Dimensions: w=25mm, h=9mm.
Ref: BBbrass04:13

Brass cord grip (male) ½”
Metal cord grip with 13mm (½”) male thread. Feed flex through the black plastic central hole and tighten cap to grip the flex. UK. Dimensions: w=18mm, h=30mm.
Ref: BBbrass06:13

Brass plate - ½” threaded hole
Solid brass ceiling or wall plate. Centre hole with ½” threaded collar. Supplied with two matching brass screws. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=65mm, h=20mm.
Ref: BBbrass08

Brass hook (female) ½”
Solid brass hook with female ½” internal thread and a central hole for threading the lighting cable through. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=30mm, h=40mm.
Ref: BBbrass11:F-13
**Brass hook (male) 10mm**
Solid brass hook with a 10mm external diameter male thread and central hole for lighting flex to run through. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=30mm, h=40mm.
Ref: BBBrass11:M-10

**Brass hook (male) ½”**
Solid brass hook with a ½” male thread. The thread is hollow which allows lighting cable to be passed through. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=30mm, h=40mm.
Ref: BBBrass11:M-13

**Brass loop (female) 10mm**
Solid brass lampholder loop with a 10mm female thread. Attach with small 10mm all thread to a 10mm lamp holder. UK Made. Dimensions: w=15mm, h=30mm.
Ref: BBBrass12

**Brass hollow tube - 2”**
Solid brass tube with ½” threads at both ends. Thread is a quarter inch deep and fits into our ½ inch entry lampholders. UK. Dimensions: w=12mm, h=54mm.
Ref: BBBrass20:50

**Brass hollow tube - 8”**
8” solid brass hollow tube with ½” threads at both ends. Attach to a lamp base with a lampholder on top and run the flex inside. Dimensions: w=14mm, h=204mm.
Ref: BBBrass20:200

**Brass All thread - various sizes**
This hollow threaded tube is available in 2 widths and various lengths. Dimensions: w=10mm, h=13/18/38/50/75mm. Dimensions: w=13mm, h=13/38/76mm. Prices vary according to size.
Ref: BBBrass16:13x76

**Brass light shade ring - SBC**
Lamp shade retaining ring made of solid brass. Suitable for use with a Small Bayonet Cap size bulb holder. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=23mm, h=4mm.
Ref: BBBrass22-SBC

**Brass light shade ring - BC**
Small lamp shade retaining ring made of solid brass. For use with a B22/Bayonet Cap sized light bulb holder. Quality made in the UK. Dimensions: w=31mm, h=4mm.
Ref: BBBrass22-BC

**Rubber bung 14-15mm with brass plate**
Rubber table lamp bung fixed with a brass reducer. The screw expands the bung to create a snug fit in a standard wine bottle. Dimensions: w=14mm, h=28mm.
Ref: BBBrass23:14

**Small rubber bung 22-24mm & brass cap**
Small table lamp bung with a brass top plate and reducer. Has an adjustable screw that expands to fit in the neck of your glass bottle. Dimensions: w=22mm, h=28mm.
Ref: BBBrass23:22

**Brass small ceiling bowl hook**
Brass single small ceiling bowl hook with 2 rubberised washers often used for glass ceiling bowls (3 needed). Thread l=5mm. Dimensions: w=20mm, h=43mm.
Ref: BBBrass14

**Brass hollow tube - 4”**
4” solid brass hollow tube with ½” thread at both ends. At ¼” deep this fits neatly into our ½” entry bulb holders. British made. Dimensions: w=14mm, h=96mm.
Ref: BBBrass20:100

**Brass hollow tube - 12”**
12” solid brass tube with half-inch thread at both ends. The ¼ inch deep thread fits neatly into our ½” entry lampholders. Made in UK. Dimensions: w=12mm, h=306mm.
Ref: BBBrass20:300

**Brass light shade ring - large**
Large lamp shade retaining ring made of solid brass. Suitable for use with an E27/Edison Screw size bulb holder. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=48mm, h=3mm.
Ref: BBBrass22-E50

**Glass wine bottle bung 19-22mm - brass**
Small adjustable rubber bung with a small brass decorative top and brass reducer. This bung expands to fit a standard wine bottle. Dimensions: w=19mm, h=28mm.
Ref: BBBrass23:19

**Rubber bung 25-28mm & large brass top**
Table lamp bung with a large decorative brass plate and reducer. Expandable for creating a snug fit in your lampbase entry hole. Dimensions: w=25mm, h=28mm.
Ref: BBBrass23:25
## LIGHTING COMPONENTS

**Rubber bung 29-31mm-large brass cap**
Table lamp bung and reducer with a large decorative brass plate. Expands to create a snug fit in the neck of your lamp base.
Dimensions: w=29mm, h=28mm.
Ref: BBbrass23:29

**Large rubber bung 40mm-brass cap**
Large rubber bung (40mm) with a decorative brass plate (70mm diameter) fixed down on a 10mm all thread with a ⅜" reducer.
Dimensions: w=40mm, h=50mm.
Ref: BBbrass23:40

**Brass shade reducing ring**
Shade reducing ring in polished brass. This reduces the inside of an Edison screw shade (45mm) to fit a bayonet cap (29mm).
Dimensions: w=60mm, h=5mm.
Ref: BBbrass13

**10 Brass hexagonal nuts - 10mm**
10 Solid brass 10mm locking nuts and washers for securing a variety of light fittings.
Made in Britain. Dimensions: w=10mm.
Ref: BBbrass18:H-10

**Chrome reducer - ½" to 10mm**
Chrome plated solid brass reducer ½" to 10mm. Place in a threaded lampholder to make the entry hole 10mm. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=14mm, h=7mm.
Ref: BBchrome01:10

**Chrome reduction bush female to male**
Chrome finish solid brass bush reduces a 13mm female (internal) thread to a 10mm male (external) thread. Quality UK made.
Dimensions: w=15mm, h=15mm.
Ref: BBchrome02

**Chrome coupler ½" to ½"**
Chrome finish threaded coupler to join two ½" threads. Use to join hollow tubes to make various lengths. Made of solid brass in UK.
Dimensions: w=14mm, h=19mm.
Ref: BBchrome03:13

**Chrome base plate - 10mm thread**
1" diameter, 10mm threaded plate with 3 screws. Used to attach a candle holder to a wooden wall/ceiling light. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=25mm, h=9mm.
Ref: BBchrome04:10

**Large bung 32-34mm & brass top plate**
Rubber bung for table lamps with decorative brass top plate and reducer. Adjustable screw expands to create a snug fit in a lamp base.
Dimensions: w=32mm, h=28mm.
Ref: BBbrass23:33

**Small rubber bung 50mm-brass cap**
Large rubber bung with a decorative brass plate (70mm diameter) fixed down onto a 10mm thread with a ½" reducer. Dimensions: w=50mm, h=50mm.
Ref: BBbrass23:50

**Brass Globe finial**
Solid Brass globe finial with female M10 entry to the base. This product can be seen on our lamp shade gimbals and carriers.
Dimensions: w=15mm, h=20mm.
Ref: BBbrass27

**10 Brass hexagonal nuts - ½"**
Ten Brass locking nuts & washers used on a wide variety of our products such as all thread and for securing wall lights, hooks etc. Made in UK. Dimensions: w=13mm.
Ref: BBbrass18:H-13

**Chrome reducer - ¼" to ¼"**
Chrome reducer. Reduces from ⅜" to ¼". Quality made from solid brass with a chromium plate. Manufactured in Britain.
Dimensions: w=16mm, h=9mm.
Ref: BBchrome01:13

**Chrome reduction bush**
Chrome plated solid brass reduction bush reduces internally from ½" to 10mm by the way of an internal thread. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=18mm, h=12mm.
Ref: BBchrome03:10

**Chrome lamp side entry tube**
Chrome plated hollow tube with a 10mm female thread and 10mm male thread with side hole for flex, includes plastic grommet.
Dimensions: w=12mm, h=36mm.
Ref: BBchrome05

**Chrome base plate - ½" thread**
1" diameter, ½" threaded plate with chrome screws. Use to attach a ½" entry bulb holder to a wooden table or standard lamp.
Dimensions: w=25mm, h=9mm.
Ref: BBchrome04:13

---

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly. Please visit our website [www.lampsandlights.co.uk/lighting-components.php](http://www.lampsandlights.co.uk/lighting-components.php)
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LIGHTING COMPONENTS

Chrome cord grip (male) 10mm
10mm threaded solid brass with chrome plate cordgrip. Place flex in the black plastic central hole and screw cap to grip. Made in UK. Dimensions: w=18mm, h=25mm.
Ref: BBchrome06:10

Chrome knuckle joint
Chrome finish solid brass knuckle joint suitable for wall light and ceiling light brackets with ½” male and female threads. Dimensions: w=15mm, h=45mm.
Ref: BBchrome07

Chrome plate - 10mm unthreaded hole
Polished chrome solid brass metal finishing plate with a 10mm un-threaded central entry hole. Made in the United Kingdom. Dimensions: w=60mm, h=9mm.
Ref: BBchrome09

Chrome hook (male) 10mm
Chrome finish solid brass hook with 10mm external diameter male thread and central hole for flex to run through. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=30mm, h=40mm.
Ref: BBchrome11:M-10

Chrome loop (female) 10mm
Lampholder loop with a 10mm female thread. Attach to bulbholder using 10mm allthread. Made of solid brass with chrome finish in UK. Dimensions: w=15mm, h=30mm.
Ref: BBchrome12

Chrome hollow tube - 2”
Solid brass chromed tube with ½” threads at both ends. Thread is a quarter inch deep and fits into our ½” entry lampholders. UK. Dimensions: w=12mm, h=54mm.
Ref: BBchrome20:50

8” Chrome hollow tube
Solid brass with chrome finish 8” hollow tube with a ½” thread at both ends. Attach a lamp holder on top and run the flex down inside. Dimensions: w=14mm, h=204mm.
Ref: BBchrome20:200

Chrome light shade ring - SBC
Lampshade retaining ring in chrome plated solid brass. For use with a Small Bayonet Cap size bulbholder. Made in UK. Dimensions: w=23mm, h=4mm.
Ref: BBchrome22-SBC

Chrome cord grip (male) ½”
Metal cord grip with ½” male thread. Feed the flex through the black plastic central hole and tighten cap to grip flex. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=18mm, h=30mm.
Ref: BBchrome06:13

Chrome plate - ½” threaded hole
Chrome finish ceiling or wall plate. Centre hole with ½” threaded collar. Supplied with matching chromed screws. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=65mm, h=20mm.
Ref: BBchrome08

Chrome hook (female) ½”
Chrome plated solid brass hook with female half inch internal thread and central hole for threading light flex. Manufactured in the UK. Dimensions: w=30mm, h=40mm.
Ref: BBchrome11:F-13

Chrome hook (male) ½”
Chrome plated solid brass hook with ½” male thread. The thread is hollow to allow the light flex cable to pass through. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=30mm, h=40mm.
Ref: BBchrome11:M-13

Chrome small ceiling bowl hook
Chrome plated single ceiling bowl hook used in glass ceiling bowls (you will need 3). Comes with two protective rubber washers. Dimensions: w=20mm, h=43mm.
Ref: BBchrome14

4” Chrome hollow tube
Chrome plated solid brass 4inch hollow tube with ½” thread at both ends, ⅜” deep and fits neatly into a ½” entry lamp holder. UK. Dimensions: w=14mm, h=96mm.
Ref: BBchrome20:100

Chrome hollow tube - 12”
Chrome plated 12inch solid brass tube with half-inch thread at both ends. The ⅜” deep thread fit into our ½” entry lampholders. UK. Dimensions: w=12mm, h=306mm.
Ref: BBchrome20:300

Chrome light shade ring - BC
Lampshade retaining ring in chrome plated solid brass for use with a B22 Bayonet Cap sizeD bulb holder. Made in UK. Dimensions: w=31mm, h=4mm.
Ref: BBchrome22-BC

Chrome plate - ½” threaded hole
Chrome finish ceiling or wall plate. Centre hole with ½” threaded collar. Supplied with matching chromed screws. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=65mm, h=20mm.
Ref: BBchrome08
Chrome light shade ring – ES
Large chrome plated brass light shade retaining ring. Suitable for an E27 Edison Screw sized lampholder. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=48mm, h=3mm. Ref: BBchrome22-ES

Small rubber bung 14-15mm in chrome
Expandable table lamp stopper with chrome finish metal top plate & reducer used to convert a vase or bottle into a table lamp. Dimensions: w=14mm, h=28mm. Ref: BBchrome23:14

Rubber bung 22-24mm-small chrome top
Small table lamp bung with a chrome top plate and reducer. The adjustable screw expands to create a snug fit in a bottle neck. Dimensions: w=22mm, h=28mm. Ref: BBchrome23:22

Rubber bung 29-31mm & chrome plate
Table lamp bung with decorative chrome top plate and reducer. Adjustable screw expands to create a snug fit in a lamp base neck. Dimensions: w=29mm, h=28mm. Ref: BBchrome23:29

Large rubber bung 40mm - 70mm chrome top
Large rubber bung (40mm) with a decorative chrome plate (70mm diameter) fixed down with a 1/2" chrome reducer onto a 10mm hollow thread. Dimensions: w=40mm, h=50mm. Ref: BBchrome23:40

Chrome shade reducing ring
Shade reducing ring in chrome finish to reduce the inside of a lampshade from an ES fitting (45mm) to a BC (29mm) fitting. Dimensions: w=60mm, h=5mm. Ref: BBchrome13

ES China Lampholder Insert
Replacement ES china lampholder insert for use with all of our metal Edison Screw lampholders. Made in the UK to BS EN 60238. Dimensions: w=35mm, h=20mm. Ref: BBlinen25-ES

SBC China Lampholder Insert
Replacement SBC china lampholder insert for use with our metal Small Bayonet Cap lampholders. Made in the UK to BS EN 61184. Dimensions: w=11mm, h=16mm. Ref: BBlinen25-SBC

Wine bottle bung 19-22mm-chrome top
Small rubber table lamp bung with a small chromed decorative cap and chrome reducer suitable for use in a standard wine bottle. Dimensions: w=19mm, h=28mm. Ref: BBchrome23:19

Rubber bung 25-28mm & chrome plate
Table lamp bung with a large decorative chrome plate and reducer. Expandable for creating a snug fit in your table lamp base. Dimensions: w=25mm, h=28mm. Ref: BBchrome23:25

Large rubber bung 32-34mm - chrome
Our large bung comes with a chromed large decorative plate and reducer. Expandable for creating a snug fit in your table lamp base. Dimensions: w=32mm, h=28mm. Ref: BBchrome23:33

Large rubber bung 50mm-chrome top 70mm
Large rubber bung (50mm) with a decorative chrome plate on top (70mm diameter) fixed down with a 1/2" reducer onto 10mm hollow thread. Dimensions: w=40mm, h=50mm. Ref: BBchrome23:50

Chrome Globe finial
Chromed solid Brass globe finial with female M10 entry to the base. This product can be seen on our lamp shade gimbals/carriers. Dimensions: w=15mm, h=20mm. Ref: BBchrome27

BC China Lampholder Insert
Replacement BC china lampholder insert suitable for all of our metal Bayonet Cap lampholders. Made in the UK to BS EN 61184. Dimensions: w=27mm, h=25mm. Ref: BBlinen25-BC

ES Black Lampholder Insert
Replacement Black Plastic Edison Screw lampholder insert for use with our non metal lampholders. Made in Italy to EN 60238. Dimensions: w=28mm, h=20mm. Ref: BBblack25-ES
**LIGHTING COMPONENTS**

**SES Black Lampholder Insert**
Replacement Black Plastic Small Edison Screw lampholder insert for use with our non metal lampholders. Made in Italy to EN 60238.
Dimensions: w=22mm, h=16mm.
Ref: BBblack25-SES

**Black light shade ring - small**
Small black plastic lampholder light shade ring. Suitable for SES (small edison screw) candle bulb holders. Made in Italy.
Dimensions: w=31mm, h=6mm.
Ref: BBblack22-SES

**Black plastic grommet 10mm**
Black plastic grommet for a 8-10mm diameter hole. Used to protect light flex from fraying on a 10mm cut metal hole.
Dimensions: w=14, h=8mm
Ref: BBblack31

**White plastic cord grip - 10mm (male)**
White plastic lamp holder cord grip with a 10mm male thread at the base. Can be used with our brass French rise and fall galleries.
Dimensions: w=19mm, h=30mm.
Ref: BBwhite06:10

**Clear plastic cord grip - 10mm (male)**
Transparent plastic lamp holder cord grip with a 10mm male thread at the base. Can be used with our brass French rise and fall galleries.
Dimensions: w=19mm, h=30mm.
Ref: BBclear06:10

**White plastic grommet**
White plastic grommet for a 10mm diameter hole. This is used to protect light flex from fraying on metal. Also used on our white ceiling roses.
Dimensions: w=11, h=7mm.
Ref: BBwhite31

**Steel all thread 10mm x 1m**
Hollow 10mm wide solid steel thread. Cut to fit centre of lamp. Fix hexagonal nut on one end and lampholder and plate on the other.
Dimensions: w=10mm, h=1000mm.
Ref: BBsteel17:10x100

---

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly. Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/lighting-components.php
LIGHTING COMPONENTS

SCREWS & CABLE HOLDERS

10 Antique Screws No 6 x 1¼”
Pack of 10 small antique finish solid brass screws. These decorative rounded head slotted No.6 screws are 1¼” long. UK made. Dimensions: w=3.5mm wide, l=30mm.
Ref: SCRantique02x10

10 Brass Screws round 6 x 1¼”
Pack of 10 small solid brass screws. These decorative rounded raised head slotted No.6 screws are 1¼” long. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=3.5mm wide, l=30mm.
Ref: SCRbrass02x10

10 Chrome Screws round 6 x 1¼”
Pack of 10 small raised head chrome plated decorative screws. Slotted rounded head No.6 screws by 1¼” long. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=3.5mm wide, l=30mm.
Ref: SCRchrome02x10

10 Black Screws No 8 x 2”
Pack of 10 raised head decorative black screws. Our rounded slotted head No.8 screws are 2” long and made in the UK. Dimensions: w=4mm wide, l=50mm.
Ref: SCRblack03x10 £1.10

10 Antique Screws No 8 x 2”
Pack of 10 raised head decorative antique finish screws. These aged brass rounded head No.8 slotted screws are 2” long. UK made. Dimensions: w=4mm wide, l=50mm.
Ref: SCRantique03x10

10 Brass Screws round 8 x 2”
Pack of 10 round head decorative large brass screws. These solid brass raised head slotted screws are No.8 x 2” long. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=4mm wide, l=50mm.
Ref: SCRbrass03x10 £2.35

10 Chrome Screws round 8 x 2”
Pack of 10 large raised head chrome plated decorative screws. Slotted round domed pan head No.8 screws by 2” long. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=4mm wide, l=50mm.
Ref: SCRchrome03x10

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly. Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/lighting-components.php
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>LAMP SWITCHES &amp; PLUGS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Black 3-pin 3amp UK plug</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black plastic plug with standard UK 3 pin. This 3 amp fused plug is suitable for use with all of our lighting flex. Dimensions: w=51mm, l=55mm, h=20mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref: PLblack01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Black Australian 10 Amp 3 Pin Plug</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stylish matt black Australian electrical plug. This re-wireable 10 Amp 3-pin plug matches our black switches and fabric lamp cable. Dimensions: w=39mm, l=72mm, h=39mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref: PLblack02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Black rotary in-line dimmer switch</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic in-line rotary black dimmer switch (40-160W, 220-240V) for 2 core lighting flex. Not for non dimmable LED bulbs. Italian. Dimensions: w=36mm, h=27mm, l=85mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref: SWblack02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Black push button switch - black cover</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small black press button switch 2amp/250V found in table lamps and an integral part of the lamp. Base of the switch does not show. Dimensions: w=14mm, h=30mm, l=25mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref: SWblack03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clear 2-Pin Euro electrical plug</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See-through plastic slimline 2-Pin Euro plug, add our matching clear lamp flex and transparent switch. Made in Italy. Dimensions: w=34mm, l=45mm, h=14mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref: PLclear02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clear rotary dimmer in-line switch</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear plastic electronic in-line rotary dimmer switch (suitable for 2 core flex, not suitable for non-dimmable LED bulbs. Made in Italy. Dimensions: w=36mm, h=27mm, l=85mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref: SWclear02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gold in line rocker switch</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inline rocker cable switch. 2amp/250V rated double pole, use with 2 or 3 core flex for standard lamps, table or uplighters. Italian. Dimensions: w=27mm, h=20mm, l=60mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref: SWgold01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gold foot/floor round switch</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold in line foot/floor switch (2 amp/250V rated). Single pole with an earth terminal suitable for 2 or 3 core flex. Made in Italy. Dimensions: w=65mm, h=40mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref: SWgold03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Black Euro 2 pin electrical plug</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt black European 2-pin electrical plug. This sleek design black plug matches our selection of black lamp switches. Dimensions: w=34mm, l=45mm, h=14mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref: PLblack02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Black in line switch</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inline cable rocker switch. Double pole 2amp 250V rated, use with 2 or 3 core flex for table lamps, standards &amp; uplighters. Made in Italy. Dimensions: w=27mm, h=20mm, l=60mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref: SWblack04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Black foot/floor switch</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inline/foot &quot;Step on/off&quot; black switch (2amp/250V rated). Single pole with earth terminal suitable for 3 or 2 core flex. Italian. Dimensions: w=65mm, h=40mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref: SWblack03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clear in-line Rocker 2 amp lamp switch</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparent inline cable rocker switch suitable for both 2 and 3 core lamp flex. Matches our clear flex and see-through plugs. Italian. Dimensions: w=27mm, h=20mm, l=60mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref: SWclear01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clear step on-off foot/floor switch</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparent in-line foot/floor switch (2amp/250V rated). Single pole with optional earth terminal for 2 or 3 core lamp flex. Dimensions: w=70mm, h=30mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref: SWclear03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gold in-line rotary dimmer switch</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold coloured electronic in-line rotary dimmer switch for 2 core light flex only/ (not suitable for non dimmable LED bulbs) Made in Italy. Dimensions: w=36mm, h=27mm, l=85mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref: SWgold02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LAMP SWITCHES & PLUGS

White 3-pin UK electrical plug
White plastic plug with standard UK 3 pin. This 3 amp fused plug matches our matt white lamp switches. Made in Italy.
Dimensions: w=55 mm, h=18 mm.
Ref: PLwhite01

Matt White Euro 2 pin electrical plug
White plastic slimline 2-Pin European plug, to match with our white lamp switches. Suitable for use with all of our lighting flex. EU made.
Dimensions: w=34 mm, l=45 mm, h=14 mm.
Ref: PLwhite02

White Australian 10 Amp 3 Pin Plug
Stylish matt white Australian 10 Amp 3-pin re-wireable electrical plug. Matches our white table lamp switches and silver white flex.
Dimensions: w=39 mm, l=72 mm, h=39 mm.
Ref: PLwhite04

White in line rocker lamp switch
White cable line rocker switch. 2 amp/250V rated. Used with table and standard lamps. Suitable for 2 or 3 core flex. Made in Italy.
Dimensions: w=27 mm, h=20 mm, l=60 mm.
Ref: SWwhite01

White in-line rotary dimmer switch
White plastic electronic in-line rotary dimmer switch (suitable for 2 core flex, not suitable for non-dimmable LED bulbs. Made in Italy.
Dimensions: w=36 mm, h=27 mm, l=85 mm.
Ref: SWwhite02

White foot/floor switch
White In line foot/floor switch (2 amp/250V rated). Earthed suitable for 3 core or 2 core light flex. Quite a neat 'Step on/off' switch.
Dimensions: w=65 mm, h=40 mm.
Ref: SWwhite03

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly. Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/lamp-switches-and-plugs.php
LAMP CHAIN & HOOKS

Aged brass large chain 0.5 metre
Antique solid brass oval chain. Use to hang your light fitting to ceiling hook with flex intertwined. Max weight 5kg. Made in E.U.
Link Dimensions: l=25mm, w=15mm.
Ref: CNantique01/.5

Aged brass small chain 0.5 metre
Antique look solid brass small link chain. Use with small ceiling bowl hooks (BBantique14) to hang a ceiling bowl or small shade. E.U.
Link Dimensions: l=15mm, w=7mm.
Ref: CNantique02/.5

Brass large chain 0.5 metre
Solid brass oval chain. Hang between your ceiling hook and your light fitting with flex intertwined. Max weight 5kg. Made in the E.U.
Link Dimensions: l=25mm, w=15mm.
Ref: CNbrass01/.5

Brass small chain 0.5 metre
Solid brass small link chain. Use with small ceiling bowl hooks BBbrass14 to hang a ceiling bowl or small light shade. E.U. Made.
Link Dimensions: l=15mm, w=7mm.
Ref: CNbrass02/.5

Chrome large chain 0.5 metre
Chrome plated solid brass oval chain to hang a light fitting to your ceiling hook with flex intertwined. Max weight 5kg. Made in E.U.
Link Dimensions: l=25mm, w=15mm.
Ref: CNchrome01/.5

Chrome small chain 0.5 metre
Chrome plated solid brass small linked chain. Use with our small ceiling bowl hooks BBchrome14 to hang a ceiling bowl or shade.
Link Dimensions: l=15mm, w=7mm.
Ref: CNchrome02/.5

Aged brass S hook
Antique vintage look solid brass 'ess' hook. Useful for attaching a ceiling light hook to its chain or light shade etc. Made in the E.U.
Dimensions: l=36mm, w=22mm.
Ref: CNRantique01

Chrome S hook
Chrome plated solid brass 'ess' ring used to attach a ceiling light hook to its chain or hook direct to a light shade. Made in the E.U.
Ref: CNRchrome01

Aged brass large chain 1m
Antique solid brass oval chain. Use to hang your light fitting to ceiling hook with flex intertwined. Max weight 5kg. Made in E.U.
Link Dimensions: l=25mm, w=15mm.
Ref: CNantique01-1m

Aged brass small chain 1m
Antique brass small link lighting chain. Use 3 lengths to hang between your triple ceiling hook and ceiling bowl hooks. Made in the E.U.
Link Dimensions: l=15mm, w=7mm.
Ref: CNantique02-1m

Brass large chain 1m
Solid brass oval chain. Hang between your ceiling hook and light fitting with the flex intertwined. Max weight 5kg. Made in E.U.
Link Dimensions: l=25mm, w=15mm.
Ref: CNbrass01-1m

Brass small chain 1m
Solid brass small link chain. Often used for hanging 3 lengths between your triple ceiling hook and your ceiling bowl hooks. E.U. Made.
Link Dimensions: l=15mm, w=7mm.
Ref: CNbrass02-1m

Chrome large chain 1m
Chrome plated solid brass oval chain to hang a light fitting to a ceiling hook with flex intertwined. Max weight 5kg. Made in E.U.
Link Dimensions: l=25mm, w=15mm.
Ref: CNchrome01-1m

Chrome small chain 1m
Chrome plated solid brass small linked chain. Use to hang 3 lengths from your triple ceiling hook to the ceiling bowl hooks. E.U. Made.
Link Dimensions: l=15mm, w=7mm.
Ref: CNchrome02-1m

Brass S hook
Solid brass good quality S-ring. Used for attaching a ceiling light hook to your lighting chain or to your lightshade. Made in the E.U.
Dimensions: l=40mm, w=22mm.
Ref: CNbrass01

“Please note: other chain lengths available on our website.”
LIGHT SHADES - GLASS

**ES Elongated Prismatic glass light shade**
Elongated prismatic dome reeded clear glass light shade with a rimless top ready for fitting your chosen Edison Screw bulb lampholder.
Dimensions: w=13.5, h=14cm.
Ref: ShGlass05-ES

**Small Globe Prismatic glass light shade**
Round globe reeded clear glass small prismatic lights shade. Great for use in restoration. 3” rim for use with 3 ¼” gallery.
Dimensions: w=15, h=15.5cm.
Ref: ShGlass07:S-GY3

**Large Globe Prismatic light shade**
Large globe ribbed clear prismatic glass light shade. Great for situations needing diffuse light. 4” rim for use with 4 ¼” gallery.
Dimensions: w=30, h=30.5cm.
Ref: ShGlass07:L-GY4

**Small Prismatic Bell glass lamp shade**
Tulip shaped clear ribbed glass prismatic shade for use on multi-armed wall and ceiling pendants. 2” rim, use with our 2 ¼” galleries.
Dimensions: w=15, h=15cm.
Ref: ShGlass09-GY2

**Dome Prismatic clear glass light shade**
Prismatic dome with clear ribbed glass. This reeded domed ceiling pendant lampshade has a 2” opening for use with our 2 ¼” galleries.
Dimensions: w=21.5, h=14cm.
Ref: ShGlass08-GY2

**ES Dome hand blown clear glass shade**
Large ‘Old School’ handblown clear glass light shade with a rimless top sized to fit an Edison Screw lampholder. Hand-blown in the UK.
Dimensions: w=19.5, h=25cm.
Ref: ShGlass11:clear:M-ES

**Small Flame Torchiere glass lamp shade**
Glass French flambeau light shade. Stunning Art Deco style frosted glass empire torch with a 3” rim that fits our 3 ¼” galleries.
Dimensions: w=11, h=20cm.
Ref: ShGlass12:S-GY3

**Vaseline Glass Twist Drape Tulip shade**
Opalescent glass tulip twist shade made from Vaseline green glass. The 2” rim fits our 2¼” galleries perfectly. Hand blown in the UK.
Dimensions: w=13, h=12cm.
Ref: ShGlass15-GY2

**Hand blown glass shade - Gallery Top**
Unique opalescent white hand blown glass light shade with small top rim to fit our 2¼” galleries. Quality hand blown for us in the UK.
Dimensions: w=13, h=15cm.
Ref: ShGlass01-GY2

**White glass coolie light shade**
White opal glass coolie ceiling pendant light shade with a 2” top opening suitable for use with our 2 ¾” light shade galleries.
Dimensions: w=25, h=11cm.
Ref: ShGlass02-white-GY2

**BC Elongated Prismatic glass light shade**
Elongated prismatic dome ribbed clear glass lampshade with Bayonet Cap sized rimless top for fitting your chosen BC bulbholder.
Dimensions: w=13.5, h=14cm.
Ref: ShGlass05-BC

**Medium Globe Prismatic glass lampshade**
Round globe ribbed clear prismatic glass medium light shade. Great for use in restoration. 4” rim for use with 4 ¼” gallery.
Dimensions: w=15, h=15.5cm.
Ref: ShGlass07:M-GY4

**Dome Prismatic clear glass light shade**
Prismatic dome with clear ribbed glass. This reeded domed ceiling pendant lampshade has a 2” opening for use with our 2 ¼” galleries.
Dimensions: w=21.5, h=14cm.
Ref: ShGlass08-GY2

**ES Dome hand blown clear glass shade**
Large ‘Old School’ handblown clear glass light shade with a rimless top sized to fit an Edison Screw lampholder. Hand-blown in the UK.
Dimensions: w=19.5, h=25cm.
Ref: ShGlass11:clear:M-ES

**Medium Flambeau Torchiere glass shade**
Empire torch or French flame light shade. Stunning Art Deco style etched frosted glass shade with a 4” rim that fits a 4 ¼” gallery.
Dimensions: w=16, h=25cm.
Ref: ShGlass12:M-GY4

**Vaseline Straight Drape Tulip shade**
Stunning hand blown opalescent Vaseline green glass drape shade. 2” rim for use with our 2 ¼” galleries. Hand crafted in the UK.
Dimensions: w=13, h=12cm.
Ref: ShGlass14-GY2

**BC Hand blown white glass shade**
Bespoke opalescent white glass light shade with BC hole. A Bayonet cap bulb holder fits directly onto the top rim. Hand-blown in UK.
Dimensions: w=13, h=15cm.
Ref: ShGlass01-BC

**Green glass coolie light shade**
Green glass snooker table coolie ceiling pendant light shade with a 2” top opening suitable for use with our 2 ¾” galleries.
Dimensions: w=29, h=14.5cm.
Ref: ShGlass02:green-GY2

---

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly.
Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/light-shades.php
LIGHT SHADES - GLASS

Large White Glass Schoolhouse Shade
14" period style Schoolhouse Shade. Classic opaque white glass ceiling pendant with 6" rim to fit our large 6¼" dome galleries.
Dimensions: w=35.5, h=20cm.
Ref: SHglass04-GY6

Small White Glass Globe light shade
Opaque white glass globe shade. 3" rim for use with our 3 ¼" galleries. Use as small pendant, multi-arm ceiling or wall lights.
Dimensions: w=15cm, h=15cm.
Ref: SHglass03-S-GY3

Large opal globe white glass lamp shade
Large opal white glass globe light shade suitable as a ceiling pendant light. This shade has a 4" rim that fits our 4¼" lamp galleries.
Dimensions: w=24.5, h=25.5cm.
Ref: SHglass03-L-GY4

Large White Glass Tiered Shade
Art Deco period style tiered Shade. This classic opaque white glass ceiling pendant with 3" rim fits our 3¼" lightshade galleries.
Dimensions: w=30cm, h=21.5cm.
Ref: SHglass10-GY3

Medium White Globe light shade
Medium opaline white glass globe light shade with a 4" rim to fit our 4¼" galleries. Suitable for ceiling pendants and table lamps.
Dimensions: w=20.5, h=21cm.
Ref: SHglass03:M-GY4

XL Globe White Glass Shade
Extra large white glass globe light shade. This impressive light shade has a 4" rim that fits our 4¼" light shade galleries.
Dimensions: w=30, h=30cm.
Ref: SHglass03:XL-GY4

LIGHT SHADES - OTHER

Aged Brass Coolie light shade
Antique finish solid brass metal lampshade. Can be used on rise and fall lights or ceiling pendants. 2" rim for 2 ¼" gallery. UK made.
Dimensions: w=26cm, h=11cm.
Ref: SHantique02-GY2

Brass Coolie light shade
Solid polished brass coolie ceiling pendant lamp shade with 2" opening. Suitable with our 2 ¼" brass gallery. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=26cm, h=11cm.
Ref: SHbrass02-GY2

Aged Brass Shell light shade
Antique brass metal shell shaped scalloped edge clam lightshade. Used for stage and theatre lighting and in vintage desk lamps.
Dimensions: w=11cm, h=19.5cm.
Ref: SHantique14-BC

Brass Shell light shade
Solid brass metal scalloped edge footlight also known as a clam light. Often used for stage and theatre lighting and desk lamps.
Dimensions: w=11cm, h=19.5cm.
Ref: SHbrass14-BC

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly.
Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/light-shades.php
Lamps and Lights
Design & Restoration Hardware

www.lampsandlights.co.uk
enquiries@lampsandlights.co.uk Tel:01223 750153

LIGHT GALLERIES

2 ¼” Aged brass gallery - 38mm hole
Antiqued brass light shade gallery top with 38mm central hole and 3 retaining screws. Made for an Edison Screw lamp holder. UK. Dimensions: w=61mm, h=26mm. .................................................
Ref: GYantique02-ES

2 ¼” Aged brass gallery - 10mm hole
Antique finish brass pierced lightshade gallery holder. 2 ¼” with a 10mm hole and 3 shade-retaining screws. Made in UK of solid brass. Dimensions: w=61mm, h=26mm. .................................................
Ref: GYantique02-10

3 ¼” Aged brass gallery - 28mm hole
Antique solid brass glass shade holder with a 28mm hole for a Bayonet Cap bulb plus three shade-retaining screws. Quality made in UK. Dimensions: w=84mm, h=30mm. .................................................
Ref: GYantique03-ES

4 ¼” Aged brass gallery - 38mm hole
Vintage brass large gallery/lightshade carrier with a 38mm hole for an Edison bulb holder. Includes 3 shade-retaining screws. UK made. Dimensions: w=114mm, h=37mm. .................................................
Ref: GYantique04-ES

4 ¼” Aged brass gallery - 10mm hole
Antique metal large glass lightshade holder with a 10mm hole plus three shade retaining screws. Made in the UK from solid brass. Dimensions: w=114mm, h=37mm. .................................................
Ref: GYantique04-10

5¼” Aged brass gallery - 28mm hole
Antique finish large 3 screw shade carrier with a 28mm hole for a Bayonet Cap bulb. Manufactured in the UK from solid brass. Dimensions: w=133mm, h=26mm. .................................................
Ref: GYantique05-ES

6” Aged brass dome gallery - hooked
Antique lightshade gallery with aged solid brass hook for glass lampshades. Use with our 6” rimmed Schoolhouse shade. UK. Dimensions: w=165mm, h=120mm. .................................................
Ref: GYantique06

Aged brass spring clip cord grip gallery
Antique brass finish cord grip plate with steel spring clips for holding a lampshade (up to 0.5kg) without a rim. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=120mm, h=30mm. .................................................
Ref: GYantique08

2 ¼” Aged brass gallery - 28mm hole
Vintage finish solid brass light shade gallery with a 28mm hole and 3 retaining screws. Made for a 22mm Bayonet Cap lamp holder. Dimensions: w=61mm, h=26mm. .................................................
Ref: GYantique02-BC

3 ¼” Aged brass gallery - 38mm hole
Aged brass pierced metal lampshade holder with large central hole to fit an Edison Screw bulbholder. Includes 3 screws. UK made. Dimensions: w=84mm, h=30mm. .................................................
Ref: GYantique03-ES

3 ¼” Aged brass gallery - 10mm hole
Antique brass 3 ¼” pierced light shade holder with a 10mm hole plus 3 screw fixings to hold a lampshade. Made in UK from solid brass. Dimensions: w=84mm, h=30mm. .................................................
Ref: GYantique03-10

4 ¼” Aged brass gallery - 28mm hole
Antique finish large 3 screw shade carrier with a 28mm hole for a Bayonet Cap bulb. Manufactured in the UK from solid brass. Dimensions: w=114mm, h=37mm. .................................................
Ref: GYantique04-BC

5¼” Aged brass gallery - 38mm hole
Light shade Gallery with a 38mm central hole to fit large Edison Screw bulb holders. Manufactured in the UK. Dimensions: w=133mm, h=26mm. .................................................
Ref: GYantique05-BC

6” Aged brass dome gallery - hooked
Antique lightshade gallery with aged solid brass hook for glass lampshades. Use with our 6” rimmed Schoolhouse shade. UK. Dimensions: w=165mm, h=120mm. .................................................
Ref: GYantique06

Antique gallery plate - hook & cord grip
Vintage brass metal plate with solid aged brass hook and cord grip. Fits a 10mm hole rimless lampshade up to 5kg. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=60mm, h=100mm. .................................................
Ref: GYantique10

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly.
Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/light-shade-galleries.php
LIGHT GALLERIES

2 ¼” Brass light gallery - 38mm hole
Solid brass large gallery/lightshade carrier with a 38mm hole for Edison Screw bulb holder. Includes 3 shade-retaining screws. Dimensions: w=61mm, h=26mm.
Ref: GYbrass02-ES

2 ¼” Brass lamp gallery - 10mm hole
Solid brass glass lampshade holder with a 10mm hole. Pierced polished metal with 3 shade-retaining screws. Manufactured in UK. Dimensions: w=61mm, h=26mm.
Ref: GYbrass02-10

3 ¼” Brass gallery - 28mm hole
Solid brass 3 ¼” gallery/shade carrier with 3-screw fixing. Bayonet Cap (BC) 28mm hole to take 22mm lamp holder. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=84mm, h=30mm.
Ref: GYbrass03-BC

4 ¼” Brass gallery - 38mm hole
Solid brass shade carrier light gallery complete with 3-screw fixing. Edison Screw bulb (ES) 38mm central hole. Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=84mm, h=30mm.
Ref: GYbrass04-ES

4 ¼” Brass gallery - 10mm hole
4 ¼” solid brass large glass lightshade holder with a 10mm hole and 3 shade-retaining screws to hold a light shade. Made in UK. Dimensions: w=114mm, h=37mm.
Ref: GYbrass04-10

5¼” brass gallery with 28mm hole
Light shade gallery with a 28mm hole to fit a normal Bayonet Cap lamp bulb. Manufactured in the UK. Dimensions: w=133mm, h=26mm.
Ref: GYbrass05-ES

Brass spring clip cord grip gallery
Solid brass cordgrip on brass base plate with steel spring clips for holding a lampshade without a rim (up to 0.5kg). Made in the UK. Dimensions: w=120mm, h=30mm.
Ref: GYbrass08

2 ¼” French Brass gallery - 10mm hole
French brass Rise & Fall shade holder with 10mm hole. 3 screw shade carrier for use with a cord grip from our Components page. Dimensions: w=62mm, h=14mm.
Ref: GYbrass01-10

2 ¼” Brass lamp gallery - 28mm hole
Polished solid brass 2 ¼” pierced 3 screw gallery shade holder with a 28mm hole for a 22mm (BC) lampholder. Quality made in UK. Dimensions: w=61mm, h=26mm.
Ref: GYbrass02-BC

3 ¼” Brass light gallery - 38mm hole
Solid brass large gallery/lightshade carrier with large hole for Edison Screw lamp holder. Includes 3 shade-retaining screws. UK made. Dimensions: w=84mm, h=30mm.
Ref: GYbrass03-ES

3 ¼” Brass shade gallery - 10mm hole
Polished solid brass pierced lightshade gallery with a 10mm hole plus 3 screw fixings for holding a lamp shade. Manufactured in UK. Dimensions: w=84mm, h=30mm.
Ref: GYbrass03-10

4 ¼” Brass gallery - 28mm hole
Solid brass large gallery/lightshade carrier with 28mm hole for Bayonet Cap 22mm bulb holder. Includes 3 shade-retaining screws. Dimensions: w=114mm, h=37mm.
Ref: GYbrass04-BC

5¼” brass gallery with 38mm hole
Brass light shade gallery with a 38mm central hole to fit Edison Screw bulb holders. Manufactured in the UK. Dimensions: w=133mm, h=26mm.
Ref: GYbrass05-ES

6” Brass dome gallery - hooked
Solid brass domed light gallery with hook. Large glass lampshade holder for use with our 6” rimmed Schoolhouse shade. UK Made. Dimensions: w=165mm, h=120mm.
Ref: GYbrass06

Brass gallery plate with hook & cord-grip
Solid brass metal plate with brass hook and cord grip. To hang a lampshade without a rim up with a 10mm top hole up to 5kg. UK. Dimensions: w=60mm, h=100mm.
Ref: GYbrass10

2 ¼” French Brass gallery - 28mm hole
3 screw shade carrier made in France. Often used on ‘rise & fall’ light fittings. 28mm hole for a standard Bayonet Cap bulb. Brass only. Dimensions: w=62mm, h=14mm.
Ref: GYbrass01-BC

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly.
Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/light-shade-galleries.php
LAMPS AND LIGHTS
Design & Restoration Hardware

LIGHT GALLERIES

2 ¼“ Chrome lamp gallery - 38mm hole
Chrome metal pierced light gallery with ES 38mm bulb hole plus 3 screw fixings to hold a shade. Made in the UK from solid brass.
Dimensions: w=61mm, h=26mm.
Ref: GYchrome02-ES .............................. £9.75

2 ¼“ Chrome lamp gallery - 28mm hole
Chrome finish solid brass light shade gallery with a 28mm hole and 3 retaining screws.
Made for a 22mm Bayonet Cap lamp holder.
Dimensions: w=61mm, h=26mm.
Ref: GYchrome02-BC .............................. £9.75

2 ¼“ Chrome gallery - 10mm hole
Polished chrome finish pierced shade holder. 2 ¼“ with a 10mm hole and 3 shade-retaining screws. Made in the UK from solid brass.
Dimensions: w=61mm, h=26mm.
Ref: GYchrome02-10

3 ¼“ Chrome light gallery - 28mm hole
Chrome plated solid brass glass shadeholder with a 28mm hole to fit a Bayonet Cap bulb plus 3 shade-retaining screws. Made in UK.
Dimensions: w=84mm, h=30mm.
Ref: GYchrome03-ES ............................. £10.55

3 ¼“ Chrome gallery - 10mm hole
Chrome finish large 3 screw shade carrier with a 38mm hole for an Edison Screw lamp bulb. Manufactured in the UK from solid brass.
Dimensions: w=84mm, h=30mm.
Ref: GYchrome03-10 ............................ £6.80

4 ¼“ Chrome gallery - 38mm hole
Chrome finish large 3 screw shade carrier with a 38mm hole for an Edison Screw lamp bulb. Made in Britain from solid brass.
Dimensions: w=114mm, h=37mm.
Ref: GYchrome04-ES ............................. £11.65

4 ¼“ Chrome gallery - 28mm hole
Chrome finish large 3 screw shade carrier with a 28mm hole for a Bayonet Cap bulb. Manufactured in the UK from solid brass.
Dimensions: w=114mm, h=37mm.
Ref: GYchrome04-BC

4 ¼“ Chrome gallery - 10mm hole
Chrome plated large glass light shade holder with a 10mm hole plus 3 shade retaining screws. Made in the UK from solid brass.
Dimensions: w=114mm, h=37mm.
Ref: GYchrome04-10 ............................. £8.00

6” Chrome dome gallery - hooked
Chromed solid brass domed bell shaped top lightshade holder with chrome hook. Use with our large Schoolhouse shade. Made in UK.
Dimensions: w=165mm, h=120mm.
Ref: GYchrome06 ................................. £64.00

Chrome spring clip cord grip gallery
Chrome finish plate with chrome plated brass cordgrip and steel spring clips for holding a rimless lampshade up to 0.5kg. Made in UK.
Dimensions: w=120mm, h=30mm.
Ref: GYchrome08 ................................. £5.50

Chrome gallery with hook and cord grip
Chrome plated solid brass gallery with hook and cord grip. For 10mm entry rimless light shades weighing up to 5kg. British made.
Dimensions: w=60mm, h=100mm.
Ref: GYchrome10 ................................. £15.95

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly.
Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/light-shade-galleries.php
**LIGHT SHADE CARRIERS, SPRINGS & CLIPS**

**15cm Aged brass shade carrier**
Antique finish plain plate with round finial on brass plated steel 6" shade carrier. Suitable for use with a glass shade. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=110mm, h=170mm inc finial.
Ref: SCantique01:L-BC

**11cm Aged brass shade carrier**
Antique finish round finial top on 4 ¼" shade carrier in brass plated steel. Unscrew finial, secure shade using shade ring. UK made.
Dimensions: w=80mm, h=145mm inc finial.
Ref: SCantique01:S-BC

**15cm Aged shade carrier + gallery top**
Antique finish pierced metal gallery top brass plated shade carrier suitable for glass lamp shades with a rim. Quality made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=110mm, h=180mm inc finial.
Ref: SCantique02:L-BC

**11cm Aged shade carrier + gallery top**
Antique brass 4 ¼" shade carrier with 2 ¼" gallery top. The 3 screws push in to take a minimum rim size of 1 ½". Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=80mm, h=150mm inc finial.
Ref: SCantique02:S-BC

**15cm Brass shade carrier**
6" brass plated steel shade carrier with a solid brass top finial and plate. Suitable for attaching a glass shade. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=110mm, h=170mm inc finial.
Ref: SCbrass01:L-BC

**11cm Brass shade carrier**
Solid brass top finial on brass plated steel frame. Place your shade on the 4 ¼" gimble frame, secure using shade ring. Made in UK.
Dimensions: w=80mm, h=145mm inc finial.
Ref: SCbrass01:S-BC

**15cm Brass shade carrier + gallery top**
18cm with pierced brass globe top, 15cm internally. Gallery top is suitable for glass tablelamp shades with a rim. Made in UK.
Dimensions: w=110mm, h=180mm inc finial.
Ref: SCbrass02:L-BC

**11cm Brass shade carrier + gallery top**
Solid brass pierced 2 ¼" gallery top on brass plate shade carrier/gimble. Suitable for glass tablelamp shade with rim. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=80mm, h=150mm inc finial.
Ref: SCbrass02:S-BC

**Shade spring clip - 10mm hole**
4 ¼" steel shade spring clip with 10mm hole. Use to hold a lampshade onto a light fitting when the shade has no rim. Made in Spain.
Dimensions: w=15mm, l=115mm.
Ref: SHC01

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly. Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/light-shade-carriers.php
### CANDLE TUBES AND HOLDERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Dimensions: w=24mm(internal), h=100mm.</th>
<th>Ref:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4” Ivory candle tube with wax look drips</td>
<td>Drip finish hand painted ivory cream tall card candle tube. Suitable for use with our largest LHBla...</td>
<td></td>
<td>CTIvory01-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 ¼” Ivory candle tube with drip finish</td>
<td>Hand painted ivory card candle tube with a dripped effect. Suitable for use with our LHBla...</td>
<td></td>
<td>CTIvory02-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ½” Ivory candle tube with drips</td>
<td>Hand painted cream card candle tube with dripped effect. Suitable for use with our LHBla...</td>
<td></td>
<td>CTIvory03-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ¼” Ivory candle tube with drips</td>
<td>Wide fitting hand-painted ivory card candle tube suitable for a standard bayonet lamp holder and ...</td>
<td></td>
<td>CTIvory04-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4” White candle tube with wax drips</td>
<td>Dripped effect hand painted white tall card candle tube. Suitable for use with our largest LHBla...</td>
<td></td>
<td>CTWhite01-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 ¼” White candle tube with drips</td>
<td>Hand painted white card candle tube with wax drip effect. Suitable for use with our LHBla...</td>
<td></td>
<td>CTWhite02-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ½” White candle tube with drips</td>
<td>White hand painted card candle tube with wax drips. Suitable for use with our LHBla...</td>
<td></td>
<td>CTWhite03-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ¼” White candle tube with wax drips</td>
<td>Wide fitting hand-painted plain white card candle tube suitable for a standard bayonet bulbholder and...</td>
<td></td>
<td>CTWhite04-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4” Ivory candle tube with no drips</td>
<td>Plain ivory hand painted card candle tube with no drips. Suitable for use with our adjustable telescopic plastic bulb holder.</td>
<td></td>
<td>CTIvory01-P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 ¼” Ivory candle tube with no drips</td>
<td>Plain ivory hand painted card candle tube with no drips. Suitable for use with our LHBla...</td>
<td></td>
<td>CTIvory02-P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ½” Ivory candle tube with no drips</td>
<td>Plain ivory hand painted card candle tube with no drips. Use with our smallest LHBla...</td>
<td></td>
<td>CTIvory03-P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ¼” Chandelier candle tube - no drips</td>
<td>Hand painted plain ivory card candle tube. Suitable for use with a bayonet lampholder and standard...</td>
<td></td>
<td>CTIvory04-P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4” White candle tube with no drips</td>
<td>Plain white hand painted card candle tube with no drips. Suitable for use with our adjustable telescopic plastic bulb holder.</td>
<td></td>
<td>CTWhite01-P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 ¼” White card candle tube - no drips</td>
<td>Plain white hand painted card candle tube without drips. Suitable for use with our LHBla...</td>
<td></td>
<td>CTWhite02-P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ½” White card candle tube - no drips</td>
<td>Plain white hand painted card candle tube without drips. Suitable for use with our LHBla...</td>
<td></td>
<td>CTWhite03-P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ¼” White wide candle tube - no drips</td>
<td>Hand painted plain white card candle tube. Wide fit for use with a standard bayonet lampholder and...</td>
<td></td>
<td>CTWhite04-P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly. Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/candle-tubes-and-holders.php
WALL LIGHTS

**Aged brass small swivel ES wall light**
Antique finish adjustable wall light, 180° rotating arm can be fixed into any position with the wing nut. Edison bulbholder.
Dimensions: w=71mm, h=71mm.
Ref: WLantique01-ES

**Aged brass double arm Edison wall light**
Antique double swan wall light with ES lamp holders and shade rings. Matching wall plate supplied with 2 matching screws. UK made.
Dimensions: w=71mm, h=130mm, d=160mm.
Ref: WLantique02-ES

**Aged brass small swan neck ES wall light**
Vintage brass small swan neck traditional style wall light with aged brass Edison Screw Cap lamp holder. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=71mm, h=130mm.
Ref: WLantique03-ES

**Aged swan neck large Edison wall light**
Large antique traditional uplighter or downlighter made of solid brass with aged ES bulbholder and shade rings. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=71mm, h=240mm.
Ref: WLantique04-ES

**Brass small adjustable ES wall light**
Solid brass wall light with a 180 degree rotating swivel arm and fixing wing nut. Comes with ES bulb holder with shade rings.
Dimensions: w=71mm, h=71mm, d=110mm.
Ref: WLbrass01-ES

**Brass double arm Edison Screw wall light**
Double swan wall light with ES bulbholders and shade rings. Solid brass wall plate with screws. Made in UK. Does not come wired.
Dimensions: w=71mm, h=130mm.
Ref: WLbrass02-ES

**Brass small swan neck ES wall light**
Traditional style Edison bulb single swan neck wall light with brass shade rings screws. Made in Britain. Does not come pre-wired.
Dimensions: w=71mm, h=130mm.
Ref: WLbrass03-ES

**Brass large swan neck ES wall light**
Traditional solid brass uplighter or downlighter with Edison Screw bulbholder, shade rings, wall plate and screws. British.
Dimensions: w=71mm, h=240mm.
Ref: WLbrass04-ES

**Aged brass swivel arm wall light**
Antique solid brass with 180 degree swivel to be an uplighter or downlighter (not wired).
With BC lampholder and screws. Made in UK.
Dimensions: d=100mm, h=65mm.
Ref: WLantique01-BC

**Aged brass double arm BC wall light**
Traditional style twin armed wall light in antique finish with Bayonet lamp holders and shade rings. Does not come pre-wired.
Dimensions: w=160mm, h=130mm.
Ref: WLantique02-BC

**Aged brass small swan neck BC wall light**
Antique small swan neck Bayonet Cap uplighter or downlighter with 2 shade rings and matching screws. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: w=71mm, h=110mm.
Ref: WLantique03-BC

**Aged brass swan neck wall light**
Antique finish made of solid brass with BC lamp holder. For uplighter or downlighter. Comes with 2 aged brass screws. Made in UK.
Dimensions: d=220mm, h=270mm.
Ref: WLantique04-BC

**Brass swivel arm wall light**
Solid brass 180 degree swivel arm (not wired) with earthed lampholder, shade rings screws. Use as an uplighter or downlighter.
Dimensions: d=100mm, h=65mm.
Ref: WLbrass01-BC

**Brass double arm Bayonet Cap wall light**
Twin armed wall light with BC bulb holders and 2 brass shade rings. Matching wall plate supplied. Made of solid brass in the UK.
Dimensions: w=160mm, h=130mm.
Ref: WLbrass02-BC

**Brass small swan neck BC wall light**
Small single Bayonet Cap swan neck wall light with solid brass lamp holder, wall plate,2 shade rings and screws. Made in Britain.
Dimensions: w=71mm, h=110mm.
Ref: WLbrass03-BC

**Brass swan neck wall light**
Solid brass wall arm can be an uplighter or downlighter (not wired) Comes with BC bulb holder and 2 brass screws. Made in the UK.
Dimensions: d=220mm, h=270mm.
Ref: WLbrass04-BC

---

We are adding new stock, colours and finishes regularly.
Please visit our website www.lampsandlights.co.uk/wall-lights.php

---
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Delivery time is generally 3-5 working days unless Next Day is selected. We usually post domestic Royal Mail tracked orders within 24-48 working hours from receipt.

**UK Postage:**

**Domestic orders are sent Royal Mail Tracked**  
(typically 3 - 5 working days)  
This service applies to orders up to £100 and/or under 2kg and costs **£3.80**. You can specify a safeplace (in less than 30 characters) in the Notes section at the checkout if you will not be in to receive your order - This is at your own risk of loss or damage.

All other orders must be signed for. Over these limits your order will automatically be sent on a Next Day delivery service at no extra cost.

**Domestic orders where Next day is selected**  
For a faster delivery select this service at the shopping basket. Orders up to 2kg will be sent by Royal Mail Special Delivery at a cost of **£7.99**. Orders over 2kg, All threads & Lampshades will be sent by Courier also at a cost of **£7.99**. Safeplace cannot be selected for these orders.

Orders over £100 are sent Next Day at a cost of **£3.80**. Orders over £200 are sent Next Day with **Free Delivery**.

Orders placed before 12.30pm will be despatched that day. Orders placed after 12.30pm may be despatched the following working day.  
**NB: we are closed Saturdays and Sundays.**

**Overseas Postage:**

**Europe orders are sent Royal Mail Airmail**  
(typically 7 - 12 working days)  
Orders up to 1kg will be charged at the following rates:

- up to 100g **£5**
- up to 500g **£7**
- up to 1kg **£9**

**Europe where International Signed For is selected**  
For a faster delivery select this service at the shopping basket (typically 3-5 working days)  
If the value of the order is over £75, but under 1kg an additional **£7.90** will automatically be added for a Royal Mail International Signed For service. This is then a traceable order with some compensation available if the order is lost or damaged.

Orders over 1kg will be sent by Courier and the cost calculated by weight at the Checkout for customers to check prior to purchase.

**Zone 1 & 2 are sent Royal Mail Airmail**  
(typically 1-2 weeks)  
Orders up to 1kg will be charged at the at the following rates:

- up to 100g **£6**
- up to 500g **£8**
- up to 1kg **£10**

**Zone 1 & 2 where International Signed For is selected**  
For a a faster delivery select this service at the shopping basket. (typically 5-7 working days)  
If the value of the order is over £75 but under 1kg an additional **£7.90** will automatically be added for a Royal Mail International Signed For service. Orders Over 1kg will be sent by Courier and the cost calculated by weight at the Checkout for customers to check prior to purchase.

All the above prices exclude VAT.
CONTACT DETAILS

Contact: Email us at enquiries@lampsandlights.co.uk if you would like further pictures or information about our extensive range of lighting hardware and lamp accessories. Our contact telephone number is 01223 750153. Our opening hours are Monday to Friday 9am to 5pm. Please place orders on the website rather than by phone as we are set up to take payment and manage stock levels through our online website shop. However, if you do not want to pay over the internet please place an order and call us to make your payment over the telephone.

Registered Office: Lamps and Lights Ltd, Unit 12 Bennell Court, West Street, Comberton, Cambridge, CB23 7EN, UK. Trade visitors by appointment only.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Payment: Invoices can be paid by credit card, PayPal personal UK cheque (made payable to Lamps and Lights Ltd) BACS & CHAPS or over the phone. International orders can additionally be paid for using SWIFT/BIC or IBAN. You do however need to have placed an order over the website before we can take payment. If you wish to pay directly to our bank and didn’t select this option at Checkout please email us with a request for our bank details then we will keep an eye out for your payment. If you select this option at Checkout the details will be automatically emailed to you. Goods are despatched on receipt of cleared funds.

Cancelled orders and returns: We accept the return of goods within 30 working days of receipt. Simply return the goods to our registered address using our Model Cancellation Form on the website. If you return all items purchased you will be refunded the cost of your goods plus our standard UK delivery costs (£3.80 + VAT).

Return address: Unit 12 Bennell Court, West Street, Comberton, Cambridge, CB23 7EN.

Exchanging Goods: If you would like to exchange goods, simply return your goods as per the Cancelled Orders & Returns procedure on our website and place your new order through the website.

Wrong/Faulty Goods: In the unlikely event that wrong or faulty goods are sent to you please return the goods to our registered address using our Returned Goods Form on the website. We will send replacement goods immediately upon receipt of the return or if you would prefer you can request a refund for the item(s) on the form. If goods are needed urgently, please re-order from the website and we will refund the original order upon receipt of the returned goods.

Lost Goods: In the rare event of goods being lost in the post please use the link on your email confirmation to check the goods are not at your local sorting office/being re-delivered. Most carriers insist we allow 14 days before making a claim for compensation. We understand however that our customers may not want to wait this long so again please make a duplicate order on the understanding that when either the courier confirms your order was lost or the first order of goods are returned to us, we will make a full refund of your original order. This does not apply to orders where the customer has left instructions for orders to be left in a “Safe Place” & no signature is taken. Lamps and Lights cannot accept any responsibility for these orders being lost or stolen. *These policies fully comply with The Consumer Contracts (Information, Cancellation and Additional Charges) Regulations 2014, UK directive of the EU Consumer Rights Directive.*

Status: Limited Company Registration number 06188299.

VAT: VAT Registered in the UK. Registration No. GB944 5058 14. European companies outside the UK providing a valid VAT registration number will not be charged VAT. Please enter your VAT number at the checkout for the VAT deduction to be applied. Purchases shipped out of the EU will not be charged VAT.
All the lighting hardware you could need to create your own uniquely designed lamps and lighting installations.

www.lampsandlights.co.uk
email: enquiries@lampsandlights.co.uk

01223 750153

Lamps and Lights is a UK Limited Company number: 06188299